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IN SOMALIA

It's been a pretty
good year as far as
not finding any toys.

Pressure mounts for Marines to move in
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By REID G. MILLER
Associated Press Writer

MOGADISHU, Somalia —
Pressure mounted today for U.S.
forces to move quickly into this
country's famine-ravaged interior, and a dispute simmered over
whether their mission encompasses disarming Somali gunmen.
The question of how assertive
the troops should be was underscored today when several
hundred Somali men stripped and
beat a woman after accusing her

Murray board
discusses KIRIS
writing scores

of being a prostitute for French
peacekeepers.
The attack occurred in front of
a building housing French Foreign Legionnaires and within 100
yards of U.S. troops sitting on an
armored vehicle. The troops did
not intervene during the 15-minute attack, which ended with the
woman being helped away by a
man apparently defending her
with a knife.
Security forces loyal to
Mohamed Farrah Aidid, the clan
leader who controls the southern

part of Mogadishu, said the
woman was taken to a nearby
police building. Relatives brought
her clothes, they said.
Relief agencies have criticized
the Marines for not yet moving
into Baidoa, a violence-wracked
city 120 miles northwest of
Mogadishu in the heart of the
famine belt.
But Marine Lt. Gen. Robert B.
Johnston, commander of U.S. forces in Somalia, says he will not
send Marines to Baidoa until
troop s,tlength is up.

"I'm going to get there as time in months that a convoy had
quickly as I can. But there's an gone without armed guards.
Rick Grant, the CARE spokesassumption that if you get there
quickly that's all you have to man in Mogadishu, said he did
not know why the convoy
do," he told reporters Sunday.
spurned armed protection.
Rumors circulated in Baidoa
'The sense I got was they
today that the Marines could be
said, 'The hell with it, let's go.'
in the city as early as tonight.
But I've never heard of trucks
In an indication either that secbeing moved without 'technior
urity was improving in the city
that relief agencies were trying to cals.," he said today. "Technicals" are Somalia's free-lance
force Johnston's hand, six
gunmen and their armed vehicles.
delivunguarded CARE trucks
ered food to a village 25 miles
south of Baidoa. It was the first • TURN TO PAGE 2

FRIENDLY COMPETITION

By CYRUS AFZALI
alurrey Ledger & Times Staff Writer

11 shopping
days to Christmab

WASTE NOT
How circumstances could
evolve to suggest even the
possibility of such a fiasco
defies imagination. But here
we are — faced with the possibility, even likelihood, that
baled solid waste (garbage)
from New York, New Jersey,
Pennsylvania and Connecticut
may soon be imported to and
through our community. Page
4

FORECAST
Cloudy with a 40 percent
chance of rain. Low 40 to 45.
South wind 5 to 10 mph. Tuesday, rain likely. High 5(1 to 55.
Rain chance...70 percent.

LAKE STAGES
KENTUCKY LAKE
354.7, -0.1; below 304.0, +0.4
BARKLEY LAKE
354.3, -0.2; below 313.6, 4-0,„3
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MISS YOUR PAPER?
Subscribers who have not
received their home-delivered
copy of the Murray Ledger &
Times by 5:30 p.m. Monday
through Friday or by 3:30 p.m.
Saturday are urged to call
753-1916 and ask for the circulation department between
5:30-6 p.m. Monday-Friday or
3:30-4 p.m. Saturday.
•

•

•

•

TO SUBSCRIBE: 753-1916

CLASSIFIEDS

Now that the writing portfolio
results are in, officials of the
Murray Independent School District are ready to begin the process of adjusting curriculum to
meet the needs of its students.
The results, which were
released Dec. 10 by the state
Department of Education, show
18 percent of the fourth graders,
16 percent of the eighth graders
and 30 percent of the seniors
graded at the proficient or distinguished levels.
"I think this is going to turn
some people's heads. We've got
to do some curriculum alignment
in pre-school through 12th grade
in, say science, where our scores
weren't what we wanted. We
need to look carefully at what we
need to do to get to that point,"
said Murray Superintendent W.A.
Franklin at a Saturday meeting of
the school board.
Franklin said he was especially
pleased with the high school
•
CYRUS AFZALI'Leage• S seniors' scores because it shows
the
benefit
to
game
overtime Saturday during a basketball
they left the system well prepared The Murray Fire Department defeated the Murray Police Department 69-67 in
hall;
ivvith
Rollins
Eddie
fficer
0
,
Shropshire
Firefighter Jim
to communicate.
fire department's Christmas for Children toy drive. Pictured (from lefti are
He said the most important and Firefighter Kenny Reynolds.
aspect of the portfolios is the fact
that students selected the works
to be included.
"They know these are the ones
Riverside Downs harness-racing
pocnacd to appear before a grand
that will be looked at and they
investigators' focus would be the
PADUCAH, Ky. (AP) — A
reported that a lawmaker
track
sec these writings as meaningjury.
1984 bill allowing bank holding
veteran legislative lobbyist said
to support legislation
offered
had
A focus of the federal governful," he said.
federal prosecutors have asked to companies to own banks in more
the Henderson track
to
favorable
bill
banking
the
of
probe
ment's
Franklin said the unique aspect
interview him as part of their than one county.
for money.
exchange
in
appears to be a trip to Florida
"1 don't know of anything I've
of these results is they show
ongoing probe into state governcode name
BOPTROT
The
leaders
taken by some legislative
done wrong," he said in a teleexamples of writing in different
ment corruption.
investigathe
because
emerged
legislative
1984
the
during
phone interview with the Paducah
curriculum areas.
But Ron Adams of Hopkinsviltion initially focused on the
is
session.
think
I
way
the
lobbied
teach"I
English
Sun.
the
"It isn't just
lc, who operates Peoples Security
House Business Organizations
"I didn't go on any of those
proper, ... according to law."
ers teaching writing. There might
Finance Co., denied that he was a
Professions Committee,
and
said.
Adams
Gentrips,"
Adams, a lobbyist at the
be papers in there from physical
target of the investigation, which
to as BOP, and the
referred
The BOPTROT probe of the
education or science classes.
has resulted so far in 10 indict- eral Assembly since 1974, said he
launched
General Assembly was
lobbied on behalf of the banking
Prior to KERA, we didn't have
ments and eight guilty pleas.
two years ago when the owner of • TURN TO PAGE 2
bill. He said he has not been subthat kind of writing across the
Adams speculated that the
said.
"
curriculum, he
Speaking on the new budget
cycle recently mandated by the
state, Franklin said it will make
from all the countries of Europe, was sounding out governments on
STOCKHOLM, Sweden (AP) Europe.
the process more difficult
whether they would support a
gathering
is
as well as from Canada and the
States
The United
— Secretary of State Lawrence S.
because revenue projections will
U.N. resolution to enforce
new
Soviet
the
of
republics
Serbs
former
against
use
to
information
on
Eagleburger today called
he needed earlier.
zone over Bosnia"no-fly"
the
who are conducting an "ethnic Union.
European nations to identify and
Under the new cycle, princia.
Herzegovin
Yugoslavia
r
called
Bosnia
Eagleburge
in
ng"
put on trial "perpetrators of cleansi
pals must complete needs assessBosnian Serbs have flown
Herzegovina, expelling and kill- "a shocking reminder that barcrimes against humanity" in warments in November and Decemthan 225 military missions
more
and
midst
our
within
of
exists
barity
ing hundreds of thousands
torn Yugoslavia.
ber so that a draft budget can be
air cap was imposed by
an
Eursince
new
the
call
cannot
we
that
Muslims.
The violators should face warready by January.
Security Council in
U.N.
secure
the
or
civilized
we
either
Balkans,
ope
the
in
"Especially
treated
crime tribunals and be
"This first draft budget will be
protect the Muslims.
to
stronger
October
developed
have
we
until
measures
must endorse stronger
"exactly as were Hitler's associa close cousin of the current
r said Saturday that
this
Eagleburge
with
dealing
for
intolerable
an
mechanisms
reverse
to
start
to
ates at Nuremberg," Eagleburger
budget. The budget we're worksituation," Eagleburger said in a and similar crimes."
said at the annual Conference on
Behind the scenes. Eagleburger • TURN TO PAGE 2
speech to 50 foreign ministers
in
on
Cooperati
and
Security
• TURN TO PAGE 2

Prosecutors want to interview lobbyist

Eaglebilrger calls for trials in Yugoslavia

Clinton ready to 'go to work' on economy

To place a classified ad, call
753-1916 between 8 a.m.-5
p.m. Monday-Friday or 8
am.-noon Saturday and ask
for the classifieds department.
Please check rates and deadline information on the first
page of the classified ads
section.

By MARTIN CRUTSINGER
AP Ifeenentica WOW

OFFICF INFO
To reach any department of
the newspaper, call 753-1916
and specify which person or
department you wish to contact. Our regular office hours
are 8 a.m.-5 p.m. MondayFriday; 8 am.-noon Saturday.

BILL CLINTON

of experts and to help "reconnect the American people to their
government."
Clinton chaired the meeting himself, flanked by Vice President-elect
Al Gore and Marian Wright Edelman, head of the Children's Defense
Fund.
Also present were his recent top economic appointees, and he jokingly
noted that conference attendees might well include other administration
officials he has yet to name.
Clinton said the country had to resolve tough economic problems
from lagging productivity rates to the income chasm between rich and
poor.
"The economy is why the American people ... gave me a chance to
turn this economy around and the economy is why we arc here today,"

LITTLE ROCK, Ark. — President-elect Clinton opened a two-day
economic conference today declaring it was time to "go to work" to
resolve a multitude of tough economy problems facing the country.
Clinton said that Americans should not be deceived by recent statistics
showing a slight pickup in various business statistics. He said these modest gains were not enough to resolve long-run economic problems facing
the nation.
Clinton invited more than 320 business leaders and economists to the
conference, which also was to feature call-in questions from people
watching on television.
He said the goals were to assess the state of the economy s)urily
before he takes office, to get advice from a "diverse and talented"group • TURN TO PAGE 2
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•Murray board discusses KIRIS...

FROM PAGE 1
Clinton told the ins itees from the
ranks of corporate Amenca. small
business, labor and community
activist groups.
Clinton singled out the soaring
national debt as a critical
problem
'We must stop this cycle of
borrow and spend economics,"
Clinton said. "Our national debt
is an economic ball and chain
dragging us down."
Clinton presided at a huge oval
table with several dozen of the
parucipants at the start, asking
questions after analysts'
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May you
have
a
season filled
:cith memorable
moments.

Hazel
Plumbing

• 11

(Al South • 492-8134

Olympic Plaza,
Murray
759-9347

Need Auto Insurance?
Check with us first.

Ross Insurance
Agency
6th &

presentations.
He said that for his administration to succeed in its efforts to
revive the economy, it would
need the help of those gathered in
the room plus all other Americans. "Let's go to work," he
said.
Clinton's team hoped that the
two days of nationally televised
talks would help to educate
Americans about the problems
facing the country as well as providing Clinton's advisers with
suggestions as they put the finishing touches on an economic
revival program that will be for-

warded to Congress in January.
The leadoff witness, nobelprize-winning economist Robert
Solow of the Massachusetts Institute of Technology, gave a sobering overview of the state of the
economy.
"This is not just a short term
glitch. Without a strong recovery,
it will be a lot harder to solve the
long-run problems of the economy," he said.
In a lighthearted poke at the
size of the conference, Solo
observed: "I'm used to teaching
large classes, but this is
ridiculous."

753-0489

Main

MIAMI INDIAN
BINGO
715 E. Broadway Mayfield
Every Saturday a Monday
DOORS OPEN 5:30 P.M GAME STARTS 7-00 P.M.
Early Birds At 6:30
* Call About Weekly Specials *
247-8537
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Christmas Spirit!
Join The Medicine Shoppe in our
;tow food drive!
•
Now through Dec. 23, receive 250 Off
on any purchase for each can of food donated.
Help us cover the base ofour Christmas tree,Ind the Medicine SE°pipe
will match all food donations received by customers!

The Calloway County Fir. and Rescue
CCFR Informaat 1813 Ridgewood DrIVI1 at 1:35 am. Sunday According toon
north side of
tion Officer Mike Sykes. the fire had gone through the roof
arnved
tue bnck duplex owned by Dennis Jones Jr when firefighters
an
approximately five minutes after the call was received Firemen made fire
the
and
engulfed
completely
was
apartment
north
the
but
attack,
interior
firefighters
had reached the attic space of the south apartment Sykes said
blaze Some personal
worked for almost two hours before containing thebut
the structure was a
belongings were saved from the south apartment,
the fire for
total loss. Twenty-one men and four units responded and fought
hours.
five
about

ACCIDENT
DNB-INJURED IN EARLY MORNING
accident Sunday at 12.58 a.m. on

One person was injured in a one-vehicle
U.S. 641 five miles south of Murray According to reports, Edwin D. Harris,
26, Lynn Grove Apartments No. 9, stated he fell asleep at the wheel of his
1985 Plymouth. The car skidded 99 feet before htting a guardrail in a curve
Horns sustained multiple injuries and was transported to Murray-Calloway
County Hospital by ambulance The Murray Fire Department s rescue vehicle also responded.

FIREMEN CALLED TO COLLEGE COURTS

The Murray Fire Department was dispatched to College Courts, on the campus of Murray State University, to a cooking fire Sunday at 9:57 a.m.
According to reports, it appeared that the cookstove in 612 College Courts
may have shorted while cooking. The occupant had extinguished the fire
before personnel arrived. Physical plant personnel turned off the stove's
breaker and corrected the problem Eleven firemen, two engines, the ladder
truck and rescue vehicle responded.

FIREMEN CALLED TO FREE CHILD FROM CAR

The Murray Fire Department was called to Wal-Mart Sunday at 1:15 p.m.
where a child had been accidentally locked in a vehicle. Firemen were
unable to obtain entry to the car After contacting a locksmith, the woman
called her husband who opened the door with keys.

•Pressure mounts...
FROM PAGE 1
Two Associated Press reporters
arrived in Baidoa today and, in
contrast with Mogadishu. found
guns openly displayed. But far
fewer gunmen and armed vehicles were seen than More the
Marines' amval in Somalia.
Also today, six planeloads of
food — enough to feed 3.10,000
people for one day — were being
flown to Baidoa. The city. has
100,000 people, more than half of

FROM PAGE 1
the Bush administration had concluded the sanction must be
enforced, and he raised the possibility ol providing the Muslims
with weapons.
But Eagleburger emphasized
that any U.S. action depended on
a consensus among the Western
allies. Russian Foreign Minister
Andrei Kozyrev was noncommittal at a news conference after a
Sunday meeting with
Eaglehurger.
However. they issued a joint
statement today that indirectly
called for the ouster of Serbian
President Slobodan Milosevic in
an electiorn contest Del:. 20 with
Prime Minister Milan Panic.
"Russia and the United States

them refugees from faminestricken villages.
The troops that began arriving
last week are the first wave of a
multinational military mission —
now numbering more than 4,000
troops — that aims to end the
lawlessness that has kept food
from Somalia's starving.
U.N. Secretary-General Boutros Boutros-Ghali said over the
weekend that he sent a letter to
President Bu.h nearly two weeks

•%io• valid mita more Man 10 caws

hope that the people of Serbia
will weigh the alternatives carefully," the statement said. "The
choice is of returning to the community of nations or remaining in
a pariah status, politically isolated and economically devastated because of the policies of
the present regime."
Eagleburger and Kozyrev
promised that their governments
would work with Serbia to
restore its position in the world
"if the correct choice is made."
Eagleburger, a former U.S.
ambassador to Yugoslavia, will
also take up the subject with
foreign ministers attending a conference on Bosnia in Geneva on
Wednesday, and at NATO meetings in Brussels on Thursday and

ago indicating he understands the
Americans' role to include
disarmament.
But Johnston said his mission
is clearly delineated: get food
safely to the hungry.
"The notion that you can disarm Somalia is an enormous
challenge," he said. The Americans are leading the
U.N.-authorized operation.
Johnston's position was supported by Secretary of State

Lawrence Eagleburger, who told
reporters at a foreign ministers'
gathering in Sweden that "we are
not there as a permanent police
force, a pacifier."
Some 350,000 people have
died of starvation and disease
since President Mohamed Siad
Barre was overthrown in January
1991 and the country was
plunged into chaos. Some 2 million people are at risk of
starvation.

Friday.
Kozyrev stunned the meeting
here today by reading a statement
in which he abruptly demanded
an end to sanctions against Yugoslavia and threatened that Moscow might lift them. He then
came back half an hour later,
after conferring with Eagleburger, and said his remarks had not
actually reflected either his own
views or those of Russian President Boris Yeltsin.
The Russian foreign minister
described the startling statement
as merely a dramatic example,
and diplomats said he had been
seeking to spotlight problems in
his own country. "Sometimes we
have to use unusual ways in making clear to the other world what

going on in Russia, and I think
that was his line," said Galina
Sidorova, a political adviser to
Kozyrev.
Apart from Bosnia, the Bush
administration has become
increasingly concerned about the
tense situation in Kosovo, a region of Serbia where Albanian
Muslims are the predominant
ethnic group.
Eagleburger said a war might
be touched off that could spread
to Albania, Macedonia, Bulgaria
and Greece.
He said the United States
would contribute "on an urgent
basis" to expand the size of a
CSCE diplomatic mission in the
region that is trying to reduce
tensions.

Metropolis residents hold funeral for
Superman; body not found in casket

•Proscutors want...
FROM PAGE 1
horse-racing industry.
The investigation became public on March 31 when FBI agents
spread across the state, issuing
subpoenas and interviewing
witnesses.
Two of those charged in connection with the probe — House
Speaker Don Blandlord and
Bruce Wilkinson, who served as
appointments secretary for his
uncle, former Gov. Wallace
Wilkinson — have said they will
fight the charges.

KENTUCKY
LOTTERY
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LE tau user
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Saturday Pick 3
6-0-1
Lotto Kentucky
6-11-17-24-34-42
Sunday Pick 3
5-7-5

sat;it x inn i

ir

Al caws taloned will go to Neoilliael
or food has.

Because of tips, the investigation has since expanded to other
pieces of legislation and other
areas.
The probe could go on for
another two years or more, federal officials say.
Adams was a lobbyist for
Humana Inc., the Louisvillebased insurance and health-care
giant, in 1990 and 1992. While
federal investigators are also
looking into the passage of a
1990 bill easing hospitalconstruction and -expansion regulations for Humana, Adams said
he felt it was more likely he
would be questioned about banking because other banking lobbyists have been contacted.
A meeting with representatives
of the U.S. Attorney's office had
been scheduled but was later
canceled and hasn't been rescheduled, Adams said.

CLARIFICATION
Due to a typesetting error, a
caption under deer-hunting
photographs on Saturday's outdoors page incorrectly referred to
Larry McKenzie as L.D.
McKnight.

FAST & FRIENDLY SERVICE
Lowett Legal

Cigarette Canon

OPEN 24 HOURS
Mos.-Fri 94
Sat. 9-1
12th A Olive Sat.,
Murray
759-9245

Prices
SuRGE0/4GENE RAI, S v4n11•4P4G agar,Snaring I
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Ws have the Improved 76 Super Unleaded 92 Octane.
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FIRE
CCFR RESPONDS TO STRUCTURE
Squad responded to a structure fire

•Eagleburger callsfor...

We wish yoil all
the joys of the
Christmas season

•••

MOM money from the state. Right
now the question is: Neat fall
when we open, will we have new
facilities that our parents and
children can be proud of.'" he
said.
In other business:
*The board deferred action on a
pmposal to place signs in the outfield of Ty Holland Stadium during baseball season.
*The board also recognized
David Dressler who recently
received All-State soccer honors.

•Clinton ready to `go to work'...
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"We've been looking at selling
bonds for $2.5 million. That
gives us $11 million plus that
could go into construction," he
said.
Franklin said the amount of
state aid the district could receive
is limited since it has no outstanding debt.''
"The board's going to have•to
make a decision. We can raise the
cost of our project slightly, do
more things and have .1 bigger
debt service, which will bring

FROM PAGE 1
ing on is tentative, so our monthdseck we receive electronically
(from the state) could go up or
down. We will be able to meet all
our obligations and projects." he
said.
Concerning renovations scheduled for several of the district's
buildings. Franklin said he hopes
Pat Gingles, the district's
architect, will have the drawings
done in January so bonds can be
sold in February or March.
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METROPOLIS, III. (AP) — In a ceremony befitting a man of
steel, residents of this Southern Illinois town paid their last respects
Saturday to one they call their own: Superman.
But when a charcoal gray casket was opened for 200 fans, Superman was nowhere to be found.
In his place was a note: "Greetings Friends, I'll see you in the
comics. Superrnan."
Metropolis, a sleepy Ohio River town of about 7,000, billed
itself u the home of Superman for decades. The city even has a
weekly newspaper called The Metropolis Planet, which printed a
black stripe in its Nov. 18 edition so residents unhappy with DC
Comics' decision to kill the hero could fashion arm bands.
The tongue-in-cheek ceremony was organized by residents trying
to raise $130,000 for a 15-foot bronze statue of the caped crusader.
— We have always been the home of Superman, and we felt like
when DC Comics decided to do what they have done, that it was
only fitting that his hometown give him a memorial service," said
Gary Kidd, president of the statue committee.
A steady trickle of people filed past the closed casket in the
Massac County courthouse hallway. The cape Christopher Reeve
wort in his first Superman movie covered the coffin. A red rose
and a note that read "With Love From Lois" lay on top.
Somber pallbearers wearing black armbands carried the casket
into the courtyard and set it before a 10-foot fiberglass replica of
the statue. A black-veiled Lois Lane followed the procession.
"Some have called him the earth's greatest hero. But we who
knew him called him friend," the Rev. Jim Walker said in a eulogy. "For 54 years, Superman had been a pillar of the Metropolis
community. His deeds are manifold, his legacy will be boundless."
When the casket was opened, it revealed Superman's green tinted power crystal, borrowed from the first Superman movie.
So, Superman is missing, but that doesn't surprise his followers.
DC Comics already ku hinted it may bring the hero back, although
it won't say how or when.
"I think he'll be back. He might not have all his super powers,
but bell be back," said Jason Gordon, IS, of Paris, Tenn.

tOLIDAY SAVINGS

FREE DRINK w/Purchase of Meal
ant-Ludes Soft Drinks. Tea & Regular Coffee)
Not Valid With Any Other Promotional Offer.

Nature's Bounty
Yogurt & Sandwiches
4,4 753-0575
13048 Chestnut (Next to Papa Johns)
Mon Sat. 11 a.m.-9 p.m. '•
•

FARM/AGRICULTURE
•
r'

Calloway County Farm Bureau receives honor
Calloway County was named
among the outstanding county
bureaus during the 1992 county
Farm Bureau awards program
Dec. 11 in Louisville.
Outstanding counties were
designated in each 01 11 districts.
Hardin County Farm Bureau
won top honors for the second
straight year.
The top county honor was the
most prestigious of more than a
hundred membership, program
and insurance awards handed out

counties received growth awards.
Trigg County received a singular
honor during the program. It was
designated the most improved
county Farm Bureau in 1992.
Robertson, Clay and Shelby
received pacesetter awards in the
three membership categories that
were first to achieve membership
gain this year.
Jefferson County won a special
award designating the longest
consecutive record of annual
membership gain.

during the event.
Union County Farm Burean
won top honors among the small
Farm Bureaus, those with 1,800
members or less.
Harrison County was tops
among those counties with 1,800
to 2,700 members. Hardin County
was the top overall winner and
also won designation as outstanding county in the largest membership classification with over
2,700 members.
Robertson, Clay and Laurel

State Farm Bureau posts
filled by local residents
The selection of chairman for
two important advisory committees was announced at the 73rd
Kentucky Farm Bureau convention in Louisville.
Larry Thomas, Elizabethtown,
is the new chairman of the Farm
Bureau Young Farmers Advisory
Committee, and Terry Gilbert,
Danville, has been elected chairman of the Women's Advisory
Committee.
Thomas replaces Harry "Tripp"
Furches III, Murray, who served
in the young farmers post one
year. Gilbert succeeds Ann Ashby, Hopkinsville, who has
chaired the women's panel for
the past three years.
The new vice chairman of the
young farmers group is Sharon
Furches, Murray, and Becky Thomas, Elizabethtown, was reelected secretary.
There are 11 members, comprising both singles and married
couples, of the young farmers
committee. Those members for
1993, including the committee
officers, are Tripp and Sharon
Furches, Murray; Keith and Lisa
Petty, Hopkinsville; Larry and

•

MSU ag department
receives tech grant
Murray State University's
departments of agriculture and
home economics have been
awarded a Tech Prep Planning
Grant for 1992-93 academic year
by the Department for Adult and
Technical Education division of
the Kentucky State Cabinet for
Workforce Development.
The purpose of the grant is to
enable Murray State's agriculture
and home economics departments
to assist secondary schools develop more technically and academically challenging curriculums, as
well as encouraging students to
continue their education beyond
high school.
This grant is one of 41 first or
second year grants awarded in
Kentucky and is the only grant
awarded specifically to a fouryear institution. Serving as codirectors of this grant are Dr.
Tony Brannon, assistant professor
of agriculture, and Judy Payne,

assistant professor of home
economics.
The tech prep education program in Kentucky emphasizes the
desire to provide high quality
academic-technical education for
the workplace enabling all students to function effectively as
responsible, self-directed human
beings in a technologically oriented society. The program is
a combined secondary and postsecondary program leading to an
associate degree while providing
technical preparation in one or
more specific occupational fields,
Brannon said.
"We have had a series of workshops and in-services about how
to make tech prep work in
schools. We had about 60 people
on campus at our workshop and
the teachers are enthusiastic and
are looking for ways to implement tech prep," Brannon said.

Freshmen serve as ambassadors
Recruitment of future agriculture students at Murray State
University got a boost during a
recent annual student Phon-athon conducted by freshman student ambassadors for the department of agriculture.
Contacts of 82 potential new
students in agriculture were made
to update and verify information,
answer questions and provide an
overview of opportunites available to them at Murray State.

According to assistant professor Dr. Tony Brannon, the student ambassadors are all scholarship recipients completing their
first year of study at MSU. Students who participated in this
event were Van Pittman, Arlynn
Blazer, Tim Cayce, Curtis Gant,
Robby Maxwell, Jamie McAlister, Brandon Puckett, Brad Reddick, Charles Ries, and Stephen
Short.
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Happy
Holidays
Wishing you an old-fashioned
Christmas filled with simple
pleasures and the company of
- family and friends.

Southern States
Co-Operative
Industrial Rd.

•
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Serving Area Farmers
For Over Fifty Years
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is here to

We are proud to announce that Quincy
Soybean of Arkansas now owns the Murray
facility.
We are committed to treating everyone
fairly and equally.
Gary Williams, Manager
Beth Shaeffer, Secretary
Jimmy Hill, Outside Supervisor

Your check list for maximizing your grain value:
Lit/ Aggressive bids
13' Efficient unloading service
L1' Flexible marketing alternatives
- forward contracting
- deferred pricing
- open storage
- basis contracts

OPEN HOUSE
We invite you to visit our facility and chat
with us on Thursday, Dec. 17th.
*Refreshments Served

*Door Prizes

COMPANY

MUT
of Arkansas
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Murray Elevator
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Industrial Road
Murray, Ky
753-3462
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Three awards were given for
the most effective county Farm
Bureau information programs.
Top winners were Nelson County. Second place went to Daviess
County's information chairman,
while third -place honors were
awarded to Monroe County.
The following counties won
expense-paid trips for four to the
American Farm Bureau convention in Anaheim: Henderson,
LaRue, Bullitt, Powell, Letcher,
and Robertson.

BE A GOOD

Becky Thomas, Elizabethtown;
Tim and Lori Hughes, Woodburn;
Rusty and Martha Thompson,
Versailles; Mark and Julie
Kinsey, Dry Ridge; Mark Bishop,
Eubank; Wayne and Teresa Long,
Richmond; Doug and Sally Witt,
Pans; David and Sue Donaldson,
Mt. Sterling; and Roger Fannin,
Brinkley.
Members of the Women's
Advisory Committee, in addition
to the three officers, are Martha
Broach, Murray; Mary Nelle
White, Sturgis; Lois Johnson,
Hawesville; Betty Barrick, Glasgow; Marilyn Hurst, Bardstown;
Ann Cooper, Winchester; Joan
Rifle, Webbville; and Lura Jane
Bright, Whitesburg.
Ann Ashby, outgoing chairman, stays on the committee as a
member at large.
Four county Farm Bureau
women's programs and their
leaders won honorable mention in
the competition. Those four were
Pam Sosbe, Harrison County;
Crystal Parks, Calloway County;
Linda Gooch and Carolyn Cooper, Lincoln County; and Mary
Crowdus, Union County.
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Express concerns
over solid waste

Interminable transition
Many of you gentle readers may
be laboring under the impression
that Bill Clinton was elected president on Nov. 3. He wasn't, of
course. Strictly speaking. he's not
even the president-elect. He's the
president-probable.
The president-probable won't be
elected president even on Dec. 14,
when the presidential electors meet
state by state to cast their ballots. If
all goes well,the vote will be 370 for
Clinton. 168 for George Bush, but it
sull won't be official.
Clinton will not become president-elect until Jan. 5, when the
House and Senate tally the electors'
sows. On Jan. 20. Inauguration

A CONSERVATIVE VIEW

James Kilpatrick
Syndicated columnist
which a shadow Cabinet stands

always at the ready if the opposition
falls. Then, too, our cousins are not
hampered by Article II of the U.S.
Constitution.
There is where the trouble lies.
Our Constitution may indeed be
"the most wonderful work ever
Day, he at last will become, for- struck off at a given time by the
mally and officially, indubitably, brain and purpose of man," as
unequivocally, president of the Un- Gladstone modestly described it,
ited States of America. By that time. but our Constitution is not flawless.
78 days will have elapsed since It is like the lower back, an area of
our anatomy where the Creator
Election Day.
Its much too long a period of momentarily lost his concentration.
Article II is our constitutional
transition. Our British cousins
handle these matters much better pain in the back. The Founding
than we do. Their general elections Fathers did not see it that way. In
arc held on Thursdays. If a new
Federalist 68, Alexander Hamilton
government is voted in,the defeated
went into raptures about the system:
prune minister by custom leaves "If it be not perfect. it is at least
that night or the following morning. excellent." Article II was "almost
The new prime minister moves into the only part of the system, of any
10 Downing Street between midday consequence, which has escaped
and 4 o'clock on Friday afternoon, without severe censure."
The idea was that the people
and that, as they say, is that.
would elect a small body of men,
To be sure, the Brits have a
different system of government, in equal to the whole number of a

Sometimes what is legal and what is right are not
even distantly related.
Take, for example, the grotesque garbage glut proposed for Murray and Calloway County. How circumstances could evolve to suggest even the possibility of
such a fiasco defies imagination.
But here we are — faced with the possibility, even
likelihood, that baled solid waste (garbage) from New
York, New Jersey, Pennsylvania and Connecticut may
soon be imported to and through our community.
A permit has been requested by Purchase Container
Transport of Mayfield for construction of a transfer
station in Murray -Calloway County to handle the outof-state industrial, special and municipal solid waste.
Apparently the plan is to ship in raw, baled garbage
barge to a site on Kentucky Lake. Eventually,
trucks will haul it through Murray to a giant landfill
in southeastern Graves County between Cuba and
Mayfield.
As Melvin Henley pointed out in a letter to the editor in the Murray Ledger & Times Thursday. the route
for the trucks would be "past Little Golden Pond...and
Elm Grove. down Main Street (or maybe Chestnut) in
Murray, and on through either the Lynn Grove or the
By STEVEN KOMAROW
Stella and Coldwater neighborhoods."
Associated Press Neves Analysis
anyis
be
What the volume of that garbage will
V: S H1NGTON — Members
bod's guess. Henley's is "hundreds of loads.. daily
of
Congress think nothing of askof
e
catastroph
a
see
We
— thousands...each month."
ing voters for clues on how to get
that magnitude looming just ahead.
re-elected. So why don't they ask
How could such a thing happen?
them for help solving the nation's
Suffice it to say the Kentucky General Assembly problems?
Alan Kay, a retired businessopened the way with badly-botched legislation man who's pumped a couple milenacted in 1WX) to try to deal with the solid waste lion dollars of his own into a
crisis in Kentucky. But it does little good now to search for the public.'s ideas, says
it's time for the gosemment to do
point any finger of blame.
same. Politicians, he says,
the
Resolutions have been adopted by the mayor and would be in for a surprise.
Americans are far smarter than
city council and the judge/executive and fiscal court
a
of
representatives assume, and
their
granting
the
to
expressing vehement opposition
more
willing to take action than
permit for the transfer station.
they're willing to believe, he has
That decision now rests in the hand of bfficials in found.
If members of Congress listhe Division of Waste Management of the Kentucky
carefully to what the people
tened
Natural Resources and .Environmental Protection
say — to detailed, serious polls
Cabinet ,in Frankfort.
that let them have their say —
Ironically. Murray and Calloway County together they would "begin to see that
have acted responsibly to address the local solid there's wisdom in the people and
you can get off the hook, you can
waste problem. They spent big bucks to build a trans- start breaking the logjam on all
fer station that complies with regulations to ensure these issues," such as the federal
deficit, health care and more.
protection of the environment.
of
Now they are faced with an absurd set
circumstances:
*They cannot prohibit out-of-state garbage from
being shipped in because it would be a violation of
FRANKFORT, Ky. — There is
interstate commerce.
real obstacle as the General
one
they
granted.
is
station
*If the permit for a transfer
tries to rebuild itself
Assembly
or
in
would have virtually no control of what comes
from the disaster that was 1992:
It must first save itself from
how it is handled.
The implications are enormous — in fact, downThe one thing that has been
right frightening. Only state inspectors in New York, made clear through the tawdry
New Jersey, Pennsylvania and Connecticut would revelations of the year is that the
have knowledge of what would be in those bales. We legislature's Worst instincts are
usually its first instincts. When
would literally be at their mercy.
going gets tough, the legislathe
Toxic. Medical. Radioactive. Or just plain old ture hides. Lawmakers routinely
everyday garbage. Would they really care what was twist rules and even the law to
help themselves, their friends and
being shipped down to Kentucky?
their own p6litical
ensure
nt
environme
In addition to the danger posed to our
survival.
in the form of potential water and air pollution, and
And that doesn't even get to
consequently to the health and well-being of the citi- the issue of outright bribery,
and larceny.
zens of this community, the impact on local traffic extortion
examples of legislaare
There
patterns is another cause for real, concern.
tive responsibility. But the means
Anyone traveling north-south or Vice versa in Mur- used to achieve those ends have
ray would be faced with the prospect of running the largely gone unquestioned.
Was it right that Speaker Don
gauntlet of garbage trucks to get through town. We Blandford
and the ruling Demodon't need that either.
crats pushed the 1990 Education
As ridiculous, as absurd, as asinine as the proposal Reform Act through the House
is for Murray and Calloway County, it's in the hands without any opportunity for
debate?
of a bureaucracy hundreds of miles removed from us.
Is it right that many of the critWe urge people here to express themselves about it ical decisions on important and
controversial topics are made in
— now.
the closed caucuses of the House
it's
all,
After.
happen.
may
just
Be aware that it
and Senati Democrats? technically legal, even though it's not right.
Is it right that legislators
moved the filing deadline for
poundal opponents back to JeweExpress your feelings to:
of the year of vegeta legislalry
Caroline P. Haight, Director
sessions, thereby aiming
tive
Division of Waste Management
that potential opponasts won't be
14 Reilly Road
able lo know a record before
Frankfort, KY 40601
deciding so run? Combine with

state's senators and representatives,
and these capable, judicious and
well-informed fellows would determine how the state's electoral volts
would be cast. The system would
deter tumult and disorder; the electors would be less exposed to'the
heats and ferments of politics; they
would be above "cabal,intrigue and
corruption." Mr. Hamilton was well
pleased.
No one has been pleased with the
system for the past hundred years.
Heaven knows I am no friend to
constitutional amendment. Some of
the critics insist that I believe there
has been no useful amendment since
the 13th in 1865. Maybe so, but on
this matter ofthe Electoral College!
am ready to be persuaded.
Direct popular election of a president is no answer. Such a change
would be a radical change. It would
undermine the whole solid structure
of federalism. Under the present
system,everything we do politically
we do through the states. I want to
keep it that way.

The object should be to create a
new timetable. Let us go to the polls
on the first Tuesday in November,
just as we have been going. Each
state would certify the winning
electors a week later. The speaker of
the House and the president of the
Senate would jointly pronounce the
tally. Allow a week to wash the
windows. Under this arrangement,
Clinton would have taken office on
Nov. 17, and the Somalian folly
might have been avoided.
Such an amendment would have
many advantages. It would rid the
Constitution of two ticking time
bombs - the faithless elector,and the
election that is thrown into the
House. New language would have
to take into account the possibility
of a run-off if no candidate received
a clear majority. Details could be
handled by statutory law.
A two-week transition period
would provide enough time for an
incoming president to appoint his
Cabinet and other major officers.
Presumably he would have his people chosen contingently by midOctober. Inaugural balls and other
such festivities could wait until
January.
This is bound to be a miserable
period for George Bush. He has the
power, but Bill Clinton has the job.
lithe Brits can change governments
in 24 hours, we ought to be able to
do it in a couple of weeks.

Washington Today

Soliciting advicefrom the voters
Kay recently released a poll he
commissioned on the federal
budget. It was conducted by the
same professional pollsters who
worked for Bill Clinton and
George Bush, but unlike most of
the work they usually do for the
politicians, it was a search for
solutions and not just slogans.
The result: When average citizens were asked to cut the federal
deficit and given a long list of
options, including new taxes and
spending cuts, they made the hard
ink
and trimmed the
,
choices
percent.
This is, essentially, what Ross
Perot found in his presidential
campaign. People supported his
candidacy despite that fact that
he told them he would raise their
taxes and cut their government
services. And how would he do
that?
"He said, 'Very simple. I'll
ask the people. They're the customers,— said Kay. "I believe
that survey research, which is scientifically valid, is better and
more cost effective than his elec-

ironic town—Mettings."
To conduct those polls, Kay
proposes creating a new, bipartisan research arm of Congress and
that it conduct 100 surveys a
year, four each on 25 major
issues. The cost: $10 million.
It would be, he argues, a

bargain.
It's less than 8 percent of what
Congress spends sending out
mass mailings each year, including the many constituent surveys
many lawmakers send out —
which are unscientific and politically biased.
To protect the system from
abuse, all details of the polling
would be made public and the
topics would be approved by a
politically balanced committee.
"Within a year, you'll know so
much more than we've ever
known before," said Kay.
If Congress had such an agen-

cy in place now, perhaps more
action would have been taken on
the deficit. Or maybe it would
have avoided a mistake like the
catastrophic health insurance plan
of a few years ago that had to be

repealed because of public
backlash.
Kay doesn't see a downside to
his proposal. But he sees there's
an uphill climb before he can
even get Congress to seriously
consider it.
Congress has been loathe to
approve government polling in
the past, voting for outright bans
on occasion. And lawmakers
know their political opponents
could portray the polling operation as just another way to spend
taxpayers' money on what might
seem like another congressional
perk.

•

But Kay thinks maybe the people would be willing to embrace
a system that lets them have a say
in what's going on between election days.
That, after all, is what Perot
was all about, with his electronic
town meetings. "And he didn't
do anything," Kay reminds. "He

just talked about them."
It wouldn't be the first time the
people were ahead of their
leaders.

Assembly must save itselffrom itself
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The popular talk among legislators and their sympathizers is
that the General Assembly needs
to assert itself as an equal branch
of government.
Says who?
The Kentucky Constitution
clearly does not envision that
equality. The General Assembly

CAPITOL II)EAS

this the simple fact of legislative
life that nothing of much real sig-

nificance takes place until after
that filing deadline.
Is it right that the legislature
was so afraid of its own precarious position that it refused to
move gubernatorial elections to
even-numbered years and ensure
real election relief?
Is it right that incumbent legi-

slators of both parties create
political-action committees to
ensure they can use their own
positions to ensure the election of
their friends?
Is it right that committees can
meet in the waning days of a ses-

sion at the desk of a member and
pass bills with hundreds of pages
that go to a vote in the full chamber 24 hours later?
Is it right that the public is
barred from conference committees, where deals are cut to iron
out

nal

versions of

legislation?
Is it right • t Republicans
aren't even r
proportionally on committees?
Is it right that the General
Assembly needs to have special
sessions to deal with controveris issues? Is there a worse
st hial?
indictment of the system than

can meet only for 60 working
days in even-numbered years.
Only recently did the. legislature
persuade the people tri- let them
meet for another 10 days in oddnumbered years to organize, such
as it is.
Legislators like to speak darkly
about how the legislature needs
to be strong to save the state
from evil governors. (Whenever
something like that is uttered,
just substitute Wallace Wilkin-

son's name.)
But who's going to save the
rest of us from the General
Assembly?
Arguments to the contrary_not-

withstanding, the only Wing

that

has kept the legislature from

Just drop us a line ...
Readers and residents ut welcome and eneteraged to express their
opinion os oar "Penpectiye page by wridag Mai to the editor. We
leuers on a variety of topics, privridsd iltsy amply with the fed&sidelines: all •Was meat be stood by the Writer, with the
Wier s Wrens and telephone mule WPM to cue verifkidoo is
iseteasry (telephone sumben will an be paltailied). Leiters shoold be
typewritten and doable-spaced if peadbls and glsosld be on to• of
been& Utters men not be more Om 500 words. The Wray
A 11nrearms the right to coisiose or reject sny lever sod
ID lindi Inquest WW1.

Letters *add be addrealed to: Lena to the NW,Murray Ledger
A Times, P.O. log 1040. 14stray, KY 42071.

asserting its rightful place is a
lack of political will.
A simple majority of members
of both chambers can override a
gubernatorial veto. The power of
the budget is theirs alone — the
Supreme Court said so. The legislature could decide what roads
get paved. All of the little things
that legislators go crawling to a
governor to get they could have
themselves if only they possessed

the

institutional ha( khonc

••
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News of the World
MARINE DISPUTES Dr,SARMAMENT ROLE

MOGADISHU, Somalia — The Marine general who commands the U.S. forces in Somalia disputes the U N. secretary-general's assertion that the
Americans have been sent to this desperate land to disarm its militias and
bandits The leathernecks who arrived last week were the advance guard of
a multinational military mission — now numbering more than 4,000 troops
— that aims to end the lawlessness that has kept food from Somalia's starving. U.N. Secretary-General Boutros Boutros-Ghali, in a letter to President
Bush, has indicated he understands the Americans' role to include disarmament. But Lt Gen Robert B Johnston told reporters Sunday that his mission is clearly delineated get food safely to the hungry.
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Jerry Falwell
From an empire to an unraveling

NOT THERE YET' ON MISSILE PACT

STOCKHOLM, Sweden — Reaching a landmark nuclear missile-reduction
treaty before the Bush administration closes down "is possible, but by no
means assured," says Secretary of State Lawrence S. Eagleburger. With a
little more than five weeks left in office, President Bush would like to wrap
up the pact with Russia, but agreement eludes the two sides, "We are not
there yet,' Eagleburger said Sunday after a three-hour meeting with Russian Foreign Minister Andrei Kozyrev at the Russian Embassy. They
claimed progress, and agreed they would probably have to meet again after
experts made fresh evaluations of the two sides' positions on technical
sticking points

RACISM TARNISHES HUNGARY'S IMAGE

BUDAPEST, Hungary — A political leader's racist comments and attacks by
neo-Nazi gangs on Gypsies and foreigners have tarnished Hungary's image
as a model democracy in formerly Communist eastern Europe. Concern that
Hungary might revert to a climate reminiscent of the 1930s arose in August
when Istvan Csurka, vice president of the governing Democratic Forum,
sprinkled a magazine article with racist ideas and Nazi-era terms Intentionally or not, Csurka's article lent powerful psychological support to neo-Nazi
groups It also has split the governing party, an unlikely alliance of rightwing nationalists, centrists and liberals. Premier Jozsef Antall, a centrist,
failed to forcefully condemn Csurka, who leads the party's right wing. Since
becoming party leader three years ago, Antall has sought to accommodate
all of his party's three philosopies. But the right has brought increasing pressure to bear, culminating with Csurka's article.

EVERGLADES ECOLOGY NOT AN EASY FIX

EVERGLADES NATIONAL PARK, Fla. — Hundreds of workers have
restored the hurricane-damaged facilities at Everglades National Park for
Tuesday's reopening, but beyond the boardwalks and campsites, things are
not so easily fixed. Hurricane Andrew compounded an existing ecological
disaster in the park's 1.5 million acres of hardwood hammocks, mangroves
and sawgrass prairies, environmental experts say. Decades of pollution,
development and drainage have weakened the wetlands and an invasion of
non-native plant species has displaced once-abundant natural forests. "Now
... we've got to look at what happened as a result of everything being stirred
up" by last August's storm, said Robert F. Doren, a research director at the
park

NEW 'CHIEF' SHOULD HEED PAST LESSONS

LITTLE ROCK, Ark. — John Sununu committed the cardinal sin - He
appeared to blame the boss — President Bush — for rattling the stock
market with an ad-libbed remark. President Carter's chief of staff so
enraged Congress with his imperious manner that the House speaker spitefully twisted his name from Hamilton Jordan to "Hannibal Jerkin." The White
House history books are rife with turbulent tales involving chiefs of staff —
and lessons for Thomas "Mack" McLarty, the Arkansas utility executive
whom Bill Clinton has chosen to be his top aide in Washington. "There are
lots of land mines out there and there are lots of things that can go wrong,"
said presidential historian Carl Brauer. McLarty, a Clinton confidant whose
ties to the president-elect extend back to a kindergarten class in tiny Hope,
Ark., comes into the lob with what may be the most important characteristic
of all — the trust of his new boss. "It means that when the chief of staff
speaks, he speaks with the authority of the president and that means that
he's got clout," said Stephen J. Trachtenberg, president of George
Washington University and a former Johnson administration official. Brauer
likens the relationship between Clinton and McLarty to that between President Kennedy and his brother, Robert, who served as his attorney general.
"There s complete candor and trust between the two," Brauer said, it's a
little reminiscent of Bobby Kennedy with his brother. Bobby would tell him
the unvarnished truth." The job description for chief of staff — a job that has
only existed since 1946 — varies with the president. Kennedy and Lyndon
Johnson did without one altogether; Ronald Reagan tried to split the Job
three ways for awhile. Clinton says he is looking to McLarty to be an "honest broker,- someone who manages the flow of information and people to
the president and maintains "an open and sort of forward looking culture in
the White House." Scholars say that can be a winning formula, although it
doesn't always make the chief of staff popular.

By DAVID REED
Aseseleied Prose Writer

LYNCHBURG, Va. — Over
the years, as Margaret Durbin
watched the Rev. Jerry Falwell
on "The Old-Time Gospel
Hour," she began to view him as
"the one televangelist you could
trust and believe in."
Captivated by Falwell's
unflagging optimism and assurances, Mrs. Durbin and her husband, retirees in Dallas, invested
$10,000 in his ministry.
They never suspected it was in
trouble.
They did not know that Falwell's Liberty University was
falling $73 million in debt, that
"The Old-Time Gospel Hour"
would soon be $16 million in the
red, or that the deed to his Thomas Road Baptist Church would
be in the hands of the federal
government.
Or that in 1989, the same year
the Durbins made their investment, Falwell would disband the
Moral Majority, the political
organization with which he had
tried to dominate the national
agenda, and shut down his
national television network.
In the blink of an eye, Falwell
had gone from a central figure on
the nation's stage to a bit player,
burdened by enormous problems.
But how could the Durbins
expect all that? After all, Jerry
Falwell could make things
happen.
Thomas Road Baptist Church,
founded in 1956, had grown from
35 members to 22,000, and "The
Old-Time Gospel Hour" was carried on nearly 200 stations. From
its founding in 1979 to its demise
a decade later, the Moral Majori-

ty drew $69 million in donations
from 6 million people.
At the height of his power,
Falwell called Ronald Reagan's
1980 election to the presidency
"my finest hour" and a "mandate" for the Moral Majority;
three years later, U.S. News &
World Report listed him as one
of the 25 most influential people
in Amenca.
But then came the 1987 sexand-money scandal that engulfed
Jim Bakker. Jimmy Swaggart got
caught with a prostitute — twice.
Donations dropped off to many
televangelists.
Contributions to Falwell's fundamentalist Baptist ministry, for
example, slipped from $135 million in 1986 to below $1(10 million the following year. They
never have rebounded.
"With 20-20 hindsight, if I had
known 20 years ago what I know
now, 1 might have slowed down
the growth of Liberty," Falwell
said in an interview. "But I cannot for the life of me tell you
how I would have done it.
"I don't think anyone could
have predicted Bakker-Swaggart
any more than anyone could have
predicted (convicted S&L owner)
Charles Keating. Who could have
a year ago predicted Ross Perot
or Mr. Bush losing? It was an
unexpected, unforeseen national
calamity when the scandals
started."
The Durbins invested in Falwell's church bonds, which are
virtually unregulated because of
the constitutional separation of
church and state. Churches are
allowed to issue bonds more than
once under the same mortgage
without telling bondholders.
Falwell and issuing companies

Let the SHIPPING HEADQUARTERS Pack-

age and Ship Your Valuables to the Ones You
Love this Holiday Season!

By Christmas, he said, he will
promoted church bonds as a way
be back on 200 siatICHIS airing his
to earn high interest — 9 percent
Sunday service and all of the creto 12 percent. "Your monies then
ditors will have signed onto the
go to work building churches and
refinancing plan. He's talking
Christian ministries," he wrote in
about revitalizing the Moral
1988.
late
a leuer to supporters in
Majority next spring.
"I wanted to pass this informaBut Mrs. Durbin doesn't watch
tion on to you as a way of saying
anymore; she is among a
Falwell
done
have
you
all
for
you
thank
group of creditors threatening to
for us."
foreclose on the university.
"We felt like they had enough
"We've lost faith in him," she
collateral behind it to warrant
anything that might happen," said.
Falwell, 59, wrote in a fundMrs. Durbin said. "We felt like,
being a Christian concern, we raising letter in January that the
school could be days away from
would be paid."
That same year, the Moral filing for protection from crediMajority disbanded, Falwell left tors. But he later told reporters he
daily television except for local never had any intention of filing,
because the stigma would drive
stations and religious outlets, and
500 people were laid off at his away students.
Instead, he began trying to get
ministries. The Virginia Supreme
to protect the ministry
pervacreditors
was
Liberty
ruled
Court
sively religious and ineligible for by extending their debts over
$60 million in long-term, tax-free seven years — interest-free.
In a letter to 13,000 creditors
bonds from the city of
mailed the week before ThanksLynchburg.
giving, Falwell wrote, "1 sincereThe money the Durbins and
ly believe we are within 30 days
thousands of other investors
thought was going toward capital of total victory. The past three
years have been the toughest
improvements actually was used
years of my life. I cannot
to pay off some of the ministry's
describe to you what it means to
burgeoning short-term debt while
have this great financial burden
Falwell sought long-term financremoved from my heart."
ing. He never got it.
But a major creditor repreLiberty hasn't made any signifby attorney Doug Hudman
sented
creicant payments to its primary
of Fort Worth, Texas, abandoned
ditors — including the bondholLiberty's debt restructuring plan
ders — for nearly two years.
month. Hudman said his
last
loan
and
The federal savings
client, a consolidated group of
liquidation agency holds the deed
to Thomas Road Baptist Church, bondholders, took a $10 million
loss in selling its $12.5 million in
although Falwell said an
loans rather than banking on an
unnamed local bank has agreed to
unrealistic "pie-in-the-sky" paytake over the debt.
back plan.
have
ministries
his
said
Falwell
A committee representing
reached bottom, but are rebounding with a seven-year plan to
• TURN TO PAGE 6
repay all debts.
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IRAQI DISSIDENTS FEAR ASSASSINATION

AMMAN, Jordan — Ahmed, a portly Iraqi engineer, could usually be found
outside the British or French embassy checking whether his visas had come
through. Now he's afraid to leave his rented apartment. The Nov. 7 assassination of defecting nuclear scientist Mouayad Hassan Nail al-Janabi in
Amman, apparently by agents of Saddam Hussein's secret police — the
Mukhabarat — has terrorized the thousands of Iraqis in this capital. "The
Mukhabarat is everywhere and you can't be too careful," said Ahmed, a
37-year -old Shiite Muslim who worked for the Iraqi Water Authority before
coming to Amman six weeks ago. Ahmed says he "commited the unforgivable sin of speaking out against the regime" at a private dinner in Baghdad
before he left. Now he, his wife and three children are hunkered down in the
small apartment they share with his cousin's family of five, hoping their visas will come through soon. Friends got word to him that the Mukhabarat had
been looking for him and now he fears he might be a target of death squads
who have for years been hunting down and killing foes in Europe, the United
States and the Middle East. Al-Janabi, 52, was apparently killed to stop him
from revealing Saddam's nuclear secrets. Jordanian security officials have
arrested two Iraqis, one believed to be a high-ranking intelligence operative,
in the slaying. Officials say several Iraqi dissidents and their families are
now under constant guard. But that doesn't make people like Ahmed feel
any safer.

QUAKE DEATH TOLL CLIMBS ABOVE 1,500

RAUMERE, Indonesia — Survivors camped out in makeshift tents got meager handouts of rice today and rescuers battled bad weather and impassable roads as the death toil from a weekend earthquake rose to at least
1,584. Officials estimated tens of thousands lost their homes in Saturday's
quake. Many of the deaths occurred in Magner°, on the eastern Indonesian
island of Flores, and on two small nearby islands swept by 80-foot-high
seismic waves, or tsunamis, that the earthquake triggered. A survivor from
the island of Pulau Bali said 900 people there were feared dead, The U.S.
the Richter
Geological Survey in Menlo Park, Calif., measured it at 7.5 on
damheavy
widespread,
of
capable
is
7
magnitude
of
scale. An earthquake
damage.
age, and an earthquake of magnitude 8 is capable of tremendous
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Join Us In
Recognizing
Joe Dick For
His Lifetime
Of Service.

INDIA
'NORMAL' CHAOS RETURNS TO
to Indian cities

today as
NEW DELHI, India — The usual chaos returned
killed
that
riots
-Muslim
Hindu
of
week
a
after
curfews were lifted or relaxed
plied the
more than 1,200 people and injured 5,000. Overcrowded buses the 135
of
lammed streets and beggars returned to the sidewalks in mostafter Hindus
out
broke
rioting
The
imposed.
been
had
curfews
where
cities
claimed the
razed a 16th-century mosque in Ayodhya on Dec. 6. They
birthplace. Only
Muslim mosque was on the site of a major Hindu deity's
one death was reported today: a man who was stabbed in Mysore.

Movie tanks spur
fears of real coup
BANGKOK, Thailand (AP) —
Bangkok residents felt a jolt of
fear when they saw tanks and
troops appear on Royal Plaza —
but it wasn't another military
coup, just Hollywood at work.
Six tanks, 10 military trucks
and about 2,000 extras were hired
for a scene in "Heaven and
Earth," a film about the Vietnam
war directed by Oliver Stone.
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Holland Motor Sales
East Main St.
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The Board of Directors. Officers and Staff of Bank of Murray invite you to a
special event honoring Joe Dick for his dedicated service to the Bank of Murray
and the Murray. Callomy County' Community.

RETIREMENT RECEPTION
SUNDAY, DECEMBER 20TH, 1992
2:00 - 4:00 P.M.
BANK OF MURRAY - DOWNTOWN OFFICE
Mr. Dick is retiring after 25 years as president of Bank of Murray...hut he
ill he continuing in his capacity as Chairman of the Board. Please join us for
fellmship and refreshments as we express appreciation for his Nisionaly
leadership and commitment to his community.

WA Bank of Murray
.4 Peoples first Corporation Bank

Member F1111

Kentucky reps head to Clinton conference

I GIVE A

GUCCI
—

FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) -Some last-minute politicking by
Gov. Brereton Jones added two
Kentuckians to the list of those
invited to represent the state at
President-elect Clinton's two-day
economic conference that opens
teiday.
Clinton had originally planned

guest list of 100 U.S. business
leaders to help him build his economic plan, but that list has ballooned to about 329.
As of Friday morning, the only
Kentuckians scheduled to attend
the event were Rogers Wells, the
finance secretary under former
Gov. Wallace Wilkinson; and
a

4
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Murray
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bondholders ads ised them of
"substantial doubt about Liberty's ability to continue as a going
concern."
The campus.-'appraised at S55
million when Liberty was looking
for long-term financing in 1990,
now is valued at $5.2 1111illOn.
Robert S Alley. a professor of
humanities at the University of
Richmond and an authority on
televangehsts, said debt has been
barking at Falwell's heels for
years.
"Falwell was constantly
behind in his payments. even in
the late 1970s." Alley said.
•He's been running close to the
edge for two decades.'
The Secunues and 1- s,hange
Commission filed a lawsuit in
1973 accusing Falwell's khurLti
of fraudulently hiding its
finances while selling St • mi

lion in bonds for capital improvements. The suit was settled and
the church cleared of wrongdoing
after it agreed to refrain from
bond sales that would violate any
federal securities law.
The last major source of funding for Falwell's ministry was put
together by Willard May. the former investment hanker for "OldTime Gospel Hour." But May's
Texas 'businesses began collapsing in 1989.
"This was life savings for a lot
of people," said Hudman,
"money they really couldn't
affor‘o lose. That's the tragedy
or - thii whole scheme. It's the
people that trusted the most that
ended up paying the cost."
For his part, Falwell said he
doesn't have- any hard feelings
against the people who wouldn't
give him money.
"We're not angry at anybody," he said. "We'rer. just
thankful it's working out.

Charlie's Safe-T Discount Pharmacy
753-4175
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Hours: Mon.-Fri. 9-7 Sat. 9-5:30

Glendale at Whitnell

GREAT OPTIONS,
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FOR90 DAYS!"
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William Sturgill of Lexington, an
Eastern Kentucky coal operator
who was state energy secretary in
1979-83.
But Gov. Brereton Jones, who
is not allied with Wells, worked
to get some other Kentuckians on
the list.
He secured invitations for his
new finance secretary, former
Louisville lawyer Pat Mulloy.
and Margaret Greene of Louisville, who is president of South
Central Bell's Kentucky operations and a member of Jones'
new economic-development
board.
And Wells will not attend the
conference, by his own choice,
because he said he has to be in
Alabama for a business deal
today. Clinton spokesman Jeff
Eller said Wells told Clinton's
office that he couldn't come
because "something had come
up, businesswise."
When Clinton announced plans
for the meeting, his staff said that
it would not be for government
officials. But Mulloy said they
told him that his 15 years in realestate development qualified him,
and he said he is paying his own
way.
Jones began negotiating with
Clinton's office on the summit
Thursday, Mulloy said in a telephone interview Sunday night
from Little Rock, Ark., the site of
the meeting.
-Thcrc were some conversations on Thursday, and he was
talking to some people on Friday," Mulloy said. "I know
(Jones) talked to them and then
called me and asked me to go."
Jones couldn't be reached for
comment Sunday. Other officials
declined to say whether Jones
had objected to Wells being
invited. Wells, who apparently
made the original list of HO, said
he was unaware of any controversy about his invitation..
Mulloy, who took Wells' former position in state government
Dec. 1, is one of only seven public officials or employees invited
to the conference, and one of the
highest ranking--; The others are
three officials from New York
City, a state senator and revenue
official from Alaska, and the
head of the Chicago Housing
Authority.
Wells, who lives in Woodford
County but still has an office in
his native Glasgow, raised money
for Clinton's campaign. But he
did so outside the political circle
of Jones, who was one of the first
governors to endorse Clinton and
claims close ties to him.
Wells said he is not interested
in an appointment from Clinton.
He said he thought he was invited
to the summit because of his
experience in banking, small business and state finance.

The Murray Optimist Club donated 5200 to the K-Mart Children's Shopping Spree held Dec. 12. The spree enabled disadvantaped children to shop free at K-Mart. Shown are K -Mart manager Charles Tranthan, Murray Optimist president Tony Boyd and
K-Mart Good News Chairman Hermalene Thurston.

Eight Kentuckians to
cast electoral ballots
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
When Eldon Renaud of Bowling
Green was offered the chance to
become one of eight Kentuckians
who will cast Electoral College
ballots today, he sa.id he
answered, "Do you want my
right arm or my left?"
Renaud, the bargaining chairman for Local 2164 olthe United
Auto Workers union, said he never thought he'd get the chance to
be an elector because he couldn't
afford to make huge contributions
every year.
"There are few honors that
just a common person gets to participate in," Renaud said.
In June, the Democratic State
Convention ratified the eight
electors selected by Jones and
party Chaitman Grady Stumbo.
Stumbo said they wanted to get a
representative sample of hardworking Democrats from across
the state.
Renaud and seven others from
across Kentuckt, will travel to
the state Supreme Court chambers in Frankfort today to make
President-elect Clinton's victory
official.
"I think it's something I'll
always remember and tell my
children about and my grandchildren," said elector Michael Hammons, Gov. Brereton Jones'
director of boards and
commissions.
The electors, handpicked by
Democratic Party leaders, will
cast their ballots to give Clinton
an 8-0 electoral sweep even
though the Arkansas governor
edged out President Bush by just
a 3 percent margin. In Kentucky,
as in all but two states, electoral

votes are awarded on a winnertake-all basis.
Among the misconceptions
about electors is that they fly to
Washington, D.C., to be wined
and dined before casting their
vote. But only the electoral ballots go to Washington, where
they will be opened Jan. 6 and
counted during a joint session of
Congress, along with those from
other states and the District of
Columbia.
Electors get certificates, suitable for framing; 575 for the
day's work and 25 cents for each
mile of their commute to
Frankfort.
Technically, electors can vote
their conscience rather than the
popular vote. But rarely. do electors vote for anyone other than
the candidate who carried their
tate. In the two-century history
ot,the process, there have been
not ore than a dozen straying
elector .
"We're honor-bound," said
elector Clarence Ruffra, who
retired this year from his job as a
Jefferson County deputy sheriff.
"I wouldn't have taken this position if I weren't serious about
voting for the nominee of the
Democratic Party."
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Wallace Jr. seeks probe
of father's shooting
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MONTGOMERY, Ala. (AP) FBI quickly sealed the apartment,
according to The New Yorker
— The FBI should reinvestigate
the 1972 shooting of former Gov. article by Seymour M. Hersh
Nixon complained on a stillGeorge C. Wallace, his son said,
to learn if there is any truth to a
unreleased audio tape "about the
missed opportunity" the article
report that the attack was discussed in the Nixon White said.
The younger Wallace said his
House.
family has heard for 20 years that
George Wallace Jr. said Saturday he asked President-elect
Bremer was seen on a ferry in
Clinton to reopen the investigaMichigan with someone who
tion and that he also wants a conworked for Nixon, but until now
gressional inquiry.
had always dismissed the story.
Wallace said he doesn't
"I do know that Bremer
believe then-President Nixon had
stalked my father for several
any knowledge of the assasinaweeks, staying in some of the fintion attempt before the shooting. est hotels in the country," Wal"My question is, did anyone
lace said. "I have always wonelse involved in Nixon's camdered how a 2I-year-old man
paign have prior knowledge?" he
with no visible means of support
said.
could enjoy such a condonable
Jeff Eller, a Clinton spokesman
lifestyle."
in Liule Rock, Ark., said there
Bremer, who refuses to grant
would be no comment on the
interviews, has never discussed
request until it was received.
the shooting. He is serving a
The elder Wallace was shot
53-year prison sentence in
May 15, 1972, at a Laurel, Md.,
Maryland.
shopping center as he camThe elder Wallace has made no
paigned for the Democratic prespublic comment on The New
idential nomination. He was paraYorker article. But his former
lyzed from the waist down.
chief aide, Elvin Stanton, said
His son's call for a renewed
last week that Wallace, 73,
investigation was prompted by an
believes top government officials
article in The New Yorker magawere involved in a conspiracy to
zine reporting that former Presieliminate him from thc 1972
dent Nixon and aide Charles Colpresidential race.
son discussed planting literature
from George McGovern's presidential campaign in the apartment of Wallace's attacker,
Arthur Bremer.
The plan was dropped after the

You may have ore of these 16
DANGER SIGNALS OF PINCHED NERVES:
1.
2.
3
4

Low Back Pain
Headaches
Shoulder Pain
Arthritis

5.
6.
7
8.

Dizziness
Sore Elbows
Neck Pain
Indigestion

9 Numb Hands
10 Bursitis
11 Pain Down Legs
12 Muscle Spasms

13 Numb Fingers
14 Hip Pain
15. Tight Muscles
16. Aching Feet

FIND OUT NOW whether careful, professional chiropractic care can relieve your aches
and pains
This examination normally costs $30 00 or more It will include a chiropractic orthopedic test, a
chiropractic neurological test, a blood pressure test, a spinal alignment check,an examination
for restricted or excess motion in the spine, a test for muscle strength and a private
consultation with the doctor to discuss the results.

,

Dr. Dennis L. liesketl, D.C.
This entire examination is FREE
It you want more care and treatment
we do all the papenvork

FREE.
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18-year-old
is charged
with murder
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
Police charged an 18-year-old
Louisville woman with murder
after a 15-year-old boy was fatally shot while sitting on a couch at
a friend's house.
Demetrius Lamont Dennis of
Louisville was shot once in the
head about 1:20 a.m. EST Friday
when numerous shots were fired
into the home from outside,
Louisville Police Sgt. Jay Pierce
said.
The boy died about 9 a.m. at
Kosair Children's Hospital, Jefferson County Deputy Coroner
Sue Wurst said.
Police charged Sonya White,
18, with murder and five counts
of wanton endangerment. Pierce
said five other people who were
in the house were not injured.
Pierce said that more than one
handgun was used in the shooting
but that authorities believe the
boy was killed by a bullet from
White's gun.
He would not say how many
other guns were used or how
many other people were shooting.
Three other people were at the
scene with White.
Police expect to make more
arrests, Pierce said.
About two hours earlier, police
said, White had been in an argument with a group of people at a
nearby skating rink.
The slain boy had not been
involved in the argument and
apparently did not know White,
he said.
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"It w1s a blessing we got them
out," Davis said.
Another bus picked up the
group and transported them back
to Cecilia.

19995
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Advanced Micro Devices Inc
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CUT 40% Lighted 30x microscope
•Examine stamps. coins. Circuitry•13x magnifier
•Rotating focus knob Req. 9.95 *63-851

•Lights up automatically
when power fails
•Plugs directly into AC
Rog. 21.95 M81-2741

• Lightweight—just six ounces with
batteries installed
Reg. 31 95 *12 146

Twenty people were on the bus
Saturday, but no one was injured,
said Ron Davis, pastor of Franklin Crossroads Baptist Church.
Firefighters from Smiths Grove
were called to the scene, but the
fire gutted the 1978 Ford bus the
church purchased from an Indiana school system about a year
ago.
The group was on a day trip to
the Opryland Hotel when the gas
tank exploded near Bowling
Green.
"We don't know exactly what
caused it," Davis said. "The bus
was in working condition."
The group, which included
several elderly people, had to exit
from the back of the bus.

t.

II Tandy 2500 RSX-HD•MS-DOS 50 and 24 easy-to-use programs
•Am386SX processor—AMD makes the fastest 386 processors
•Digital audio•Super VGA capability•iMB RAM•3i/2" 44MB floppy
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Bus burns;
but passengers
are unharmed
BOWLING GREEN, Ky. (AP)
— A Cecilia church group on its
way to Nashville, Tenn., was able
to exit from a bus that burst into
flames while on Interstate 65.
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MURRAY TODAY
Wedding will be Dec. 26
Nancy Phillips of Benton and Preston Jewell of Almo announce
their engagement and approaching marriage.
The vows will be said on Saturday. Dec. 26, at 2 p.m. at First Baptist Church. Benton.
A reception will follow in the Activities Building at the church.
to
No invitations will be sent. All relators and friends are ins ited
reception
attend the wedding and the

bre

JO'S DATEBOOK
Jo Burkeen
Murray Today editor

A Breastfeeding Class for Expectant Parents will be Tuesday,
Dec. 15, from 1 to 3 p.m. at Calloway County Health Center, 701
Olive St., Murray. Sara Bogle, M.S.. Nutritionist, will conduct the
class. To register sign up at WIC Office or call 753-3381. This is open
to all interested persons, hut pre-registration is necessary, according to
Bogle.

Calloway Athletic Boosters to meet
Calloway County Athletic Boosters Association will meet Tuesday, Doc.
15, in the library of Calloway County High School. This will follow the Calloway and Tilghman Boys Basketball game at Jeffrey gym. Cathy Butler,
president, urges all members and interested persons to attend the meeting.

Free checks given on Tuesday
Free blood pressure checks will be given at Murray Seventh-day Adventist Church on Tuesday. Dec 15, from noon to 2 p m This is a free service
of the church and the public is invited to avail themselves of this opportunity,
a church member said

Men's Stag Night dinner Thursday
Men's Stag Night will be Thursday. Dec 17, at Murray Country Club. The
meal will be served at 6 30 p m at a cost of $7 per person The menu will
be pheasant, new potatoes, green beans, corn, roll and dessert Reservations should be made by Wednesday by calling 753-6113

Mr. and Mrs. Arnold Ronna
SIGMA MEETING — Tbe Sigma Department of the Murray
Woman's Club will meet tonight IMondayi at 7 p.m. at the home
of Beverly Wright. Riverwood Drise, Murray. Filch memtwr
should bring a gift for the Chinese Auction. Hostesses will h Alice
Rouse, Kathy Ligon, Martha Andrus, Tammy Matt, Donna
Catbey, Denise Logan, Trudy Baker. Kelly Doran and Ronnie llig4ses who are, from left.
1
gismos. Pictured are SiOvellibtr Ituste/
Karen Duncan. Martha Vezerski, kath joung. Jeanne C lark and
Vicky Holton.

WHY TAKE A CHANCE?
For 31 years we havesold the best for less
and service the rest
Shop for your car & home stereos, VCR, CD players,
cassette players, CB scanners, plus much more.
* All Box Speakers On Special *
As Silo Says, We will match anyone's prices."
—Installers Have 20 Years Experience --

World
Of
Sound

222 S. 12th St.

liodoi 774
Suggested Reim , i5O9

OUR PRICE

OUR PRICE

'449
V

Prime Time dinner on Thursday
Prime Time of Memorial Baptist Church will have a Christmas potluck dinner on Thursday. Dec 17, at 6 p m Persons may give $5 instead of bringing a dish A sign-up sheet is on the bulletin board at the church.

Mr and Mrs Arnold Ronna of Murray will celebrate their 50th
wedding anniversary on Sunday, Dec. 20.
'Their five children hosted an open house and family dinner for
them in Onarga. III., on Saturday. Nov. 28.
Approximately 90 relatives and friends were in attendance from
South Carolina, Tennessee, Kentucky, Kansas and Illinois
Mr Ronna and the former Norene L. Fuoss were marned Dec. 20,
1942. in Thawville, III., by the Rev. Wetzstem. Their attendants were
1.4‘ erne Grottier O'Hare and the late Cecil Kaaling.
'sirs Ronna is the daughter of the late J. Edward and Augusta Fuoss
id ihawsille.
Mr Ronna is the son of the late Fred and Meta Hilgendorf Ronna of
Loda, Ill. He is retired from Sager Glove Corp. where he had served
as plant manager.
They arc the parents of five children: Eldora Fnebel of Murray,
Ama Osman 01 Nashville, Tenn., Merry Lyons and Ed Ronna of Onarga. Ill . and Kathy MLKiniie of Spartanburg, SC'. They have I.
grand,hildren and five great-grandchildren

Club will meet at White home

Yodel US
Suggested Retail MS

429

Murray couple celebrates
50th wedding anniversary

We Soil rho Bost & Sorvic• Tis. Rost

4 SEWING MACHINE CO.
Hwy. 68 • Raldland Near 1-24, Extt 116 • 1-800-788-6106
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Paris Road Homemakers Club
will meet Tuesday. Dec. IS. at
11 10 3 m. at the home of Gertrude K hoc.
This will he the annual Chnstmas potluck luncheon and all
members are urged to attend.
Carole Smith presented the
main lesson on "Conquering
Clutter" at the November meeting
of the club held at Sirloin
Stockade.

The newsletter on "Ways To
Be A Support Group" was given
by Charlene Curd
The group voted to give SI
each to Ovanan Cancer Fund
Mary Crutchfield conducted a
word game, "Turkey."
Also present were Faustine
Walker, Virginia Duke, Lyda Sue
Collins, Norma Myers, Gertrude
White and Robbie Blalock

Christmas luncheon is planned

PLUS FREE
CUSTOM
FEATURES
- A TOTAL
VALUE OF UP
TO $70.
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Monday-Tuasday-Wednesday
Thursday & $r1day 9-8;
Saturday 9-6; Sunday 1-5

No Appointment Necessary Call 759 9811

Site-Based meeting Monday

Calloway County Middle School Site-Based Decision Making Council will
be today (Monday) at 4 p.m. in the school library. Items on the agenda are
tobacco usage on the school property, break-the-mold blueprint, and
district-wide SBDM council meeting. Marilyn Willis, principal, urges all interested persons to attend the meeting.

Fire District No. 2 will meet
Calloway County Fire Rescue District No 2 will meet tonight (Monday) at
7 p m at the fire house, located at New Concord Mildred Smith. secretary,
urges all members and interested persons to attend.

Quilt Lovers will meet Tuesday
Quilt Lovers of Murray will have a Christmas party on Tuesday, Dec 15,
at 6 p.m. at the Calloway County Public Library Each person is asked to
bring a handmade gift for a gift exchange and favorite finger food or snack

Special events at Playhouse tonight
Activities will be at Playhouse in the Park tonight (Monday) The officers
of the Young Actors Guild will meet at 5.30 p m. and the Young Actors Guild
will have a general meeting and Christmas jparty at 6 p.m At 7 p m the
West Kentucky Playwrights will meet at the Playhouse Tim Burruss, director, said the deadline for subsmitting scripts is Dec. 20

MWC Cookbooks available for gifts
The Murray Woman's Club Cookbook is made up of the best recipes from
previous books, plus new ones, according to Pam Shay, finance chairman
of the Murray club. The 450-page, extra large printed Wook also contains
pictures of historical buildings and events of Murray and Calloway County.
The book is $15 per copy which includes sales tax. Books are available at
the Calloway County Public Library, Owen's Food Marker, Lace & Ivy, The
Treasure House, Santa's Attic, Pier 1 Imports, Bank of Murray downtown
branch, Peoples Bank downtown and North Branch, and Murray-Calloway
County Chamber of Commerce.

Hazel Decorating Contest planned

INCLUDES
ALL 10K, 14K
& 18K
DESIGNER
SERIES
STYLES

S A V
$2
3 WEEK DELIVERY

1.

CCMS

WATCH.(work activities training center for the handicapped) is offering
musical cassette tapes, titled 'Drugs Are Wrong' through a limited special
promotion. They are fun to listen to, fun to sing with, and a fun way to get
across a strong message to children between the ages 1 to 10. These tapers are produced locally through Lakewood Productions Music Group and
feature vocals by Jeremy Hunt and Laurie Jo Parker. The second side is
instrumental for children to create their own sing-along version. The tapes
are available through W.A.T.C.H. at $5.99 each through Dec. 16. These
may be purchased at the center at 702 Main, weekdays, 7:30 a m to 3 p.m.
or call 759-1965.
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The Calloway County Schools will present their High School Band, Eighth
Grade Band, and Seventh Grade Band in a winter concert tonight (Monday)
at 7 p m at Lovett Auditorium. Murray State University There will be no
admission charge The program will feature outstanding student musicians
performing marches, pop selections, and seasonal favorites Directors Fred
Ashby and Gary Mullins invite the public to attend

W.A.T.C.H. selling special tapes

ARTORVED

ey
JCPenn
Styling Salon

Calloway Bands' Concert tonight

The Ladies' Day Christmas luncheon at Oaks Country Club will be Wednesday, Dec. 16, at the club. A social hour will start at 11 -30 a.m and lunch
will be served at noon. Reservations should be made by Monday, Dec. 14,
by calling Doris Rose at 753-3690 or Della Miller at 753-2721.

SALE 51.99
Rog $OO A/Aimed tectInology tor
hollhy her Pnce includes shampoo
haircut and *Wig Long new and
leflor wraps extra
bee price enecece three.fliamilarc
December lb

The Children of Grace Baptist Church will present a Christmas play on
Wednesday, Dec 16. at 7 p m at the church. The public is urged to see this
special program by the children, a church member said

Club Ladies' luncliteon planned

( HRISTMAS LUNCHEON —
1 inda ( ooper will be one of the
models for the holiday fashions to
be shown at "( andielight Christmas" of ( hristian %omen's Club
of Murray on Tuesday. Dec. IS,
from 12 noon to 2 p.m. at Seven
Seas Restaurant. Other models
will include Karin Elizabeth Thomas of Paducah, also guest speaker, Jean Bird. Cheryl Crouch and
Agnes Kiitson. ‘lelva Cooper will
be coordinator for the fashions.
Lee Kern, singles minister and
organist choir director at First
Christian Church, will present
special music. Reservations may
be made by calling Freda Lovett.
753-3999, or Marilyn Pritchard,
753-9930. Cancellations should be
made by calling Sherry Edwards,
753-8034. A nursery for preschoolers will be provided at
Memorial Baptist Church.
Nursery reservations may be
made by calling Freda Lovett at
753-3999. All interested women
are welcome to attend.

SOLD GOLD'
Outer Line Perm

Grace Childn's Program planned
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The best decorated home and best decorated business in the city of
Hazel for the Christmas season will each be awarded a 850 cash prize All
homes and businesses withing the city 'mites of Hazel are eligible and no
entries are required. Judging will be done on Dec. 21, 22 and 23 This event
will be sponsored by the Hazel Woman's Club and the Hazel City Council.

Singles (SOS) plan events
The Singles Organizational Society (SOS) will moot Tuesday. Dec. 15, at
7 p.m. at lAurray-Calloway County Chamber of Commerce building. Ruth
Smith will lead a discussion on 'About the Many Faces of Love, Who We
Love How to Love and How to Got Love' The SOS is a support and social
group for singles of all ages, whether always single, separated, divorced or
widowed. The purpose of the group is to provide positive social interaction
and support. All singles are invited and encouraged to attend For more
information call Pamela at 753-7638 or Joanna at 753-0221

Overeaters Anonymous will meet
Overeaters Anonymous will have an open mooting on Wednesday, Dec
16. This will beat 530 p m at Ellis Community Cantor, Ellis Drive Murray.
This is op•n to all interested persons OA is a fellowship of man and women
from al walks of life who moot in cedar to help solve a common problem —
compulsive overeating. The only requirement for membership is a dose* to
stop eating compulsively. OA is patterned after the Alcoholics program
There we no dues, no foes, no weigh-ins and no dolts
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COOK'S JEWELRY
Control Shopping Contor

Murray 753-1606
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Mosday, Dec. 14
Lodge 728 of Woodmen of
World/6 p.m./Log Cabin
Restaurant.
Christian Singles Group/7
p.m./Glendale Road Church of
Christ. Info/Richard, 759-9994 or
Joan, 759-1345.
Slagle Too/7 p.m./liomeplace
Family Restaurant. Info/Celia,
753-6078, Sandy, 753-0817, or
Beverly, 435-4228.
Young Actors Guild/6
p.m./Playhouse in the Park.
Info/759-1752.
Murray High School events
include 9th grade basketball at
Calloway County High and Girls
J.V. and Varsity basketall at
Heath/6 P.m
Calloway County High School
Lady Lakers play basketball
game at Graves County High
School.
Prepared Childbirth Class/7
p.m./Education Unit, MurrayCalloway County Hospital.
Bingo/Water Valley Volunteer
Fire Department/6:30 p.m./Water
Valley Community Center.
PAL (Purchase AIDS Link)
Support Group/7 p.m./Lourdes
Paducah.
Hospital,
Info/1-444-2685.

is
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Epilepsy Foundation of Western Kentucky Self-Help Groupri
p.m./basement classroom/Western
Baptist Hospital, Paducah.
Alcoholic Anonymous closed
meeting/8
discussion
p.m./American Legion Building,
South Sixth and Maple Streets.
Info/753-8136 or 435-4314.
Hardin City Council/6
p.m./Hardin City Hall.

re
tid
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Memorial Baptist Church
events include Puppets/8 p.m.
First Christian Church events
Include Boy Scout Troop 77/6:30
p.m.

V.

5,
to

Singles will meet/6:30
p.m./University Church of Christ
parking lot to go to Crossroads at
Hardin to eat.
Ladies Barbershop Chorus/7
p.m./First Christian Church.
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Christian and Missionary
Alliance Bible Study/7
p.m./Weaks Community Center.
Tuesday, Dec. 15
Annual Holiday Open
House/ 4 : 3 0 - 6
p.m./Murray-Calloway County
Chamber of Commerce.

4.
Kellie Overbey featured appearance on "Quantum Leap"/7
p.m./NBC Television, Channel 6.

ng
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Retirees of Local 1068 and other
locals of UAW-AFL-CIO and
their spouses scheduled to meet.
Murray Planning Commission/7
p.m./Murray City Hall.

rn

Dexter Center/open at 9:30
a.m./for senior citizens'
activities.

an
ins
ity
at
'he
ray

Hazel Center/open 10 a.m.-2
p.m./for senior citizens'
activities.
Weak* Center/open 9 a.m.-4
p.m./for senior citizens'
activities.

Tuesday, Dec. 15
Bingo/7 p.m./Knights of Columbus building.

II

soMe

Parents Anonymous/6 p m.
In

Noir*a_s•

Murray Optimist Club/12 noon/
Homeplace Restaurant
Health Express of MurrayCalloway County Hospital/WalMart, Paris, Tenn./9-11:30 a.m.
and 12:30-2:30 p.m.
Alcoholics Anonymous/open
meeting/8 p.m./American Lion
Hall, South Sixth and Maple
Streets.
Ladies Bible Class/9:30
a.m./University Church of Christ.
First United Methodist Church
events include Mothers' Morning
Out/9 a.m. and Adult Disciple
Bible Study/6 p.m.
First Baptist Church events
include Mothers' Day Out/9:30
a.m. and Kathleen Jones Group
with Hazel Tarry/10 a.m.
Murray Moose Lodge/8 p.m.
with officers at 7 p.m.
Murray High School events
include Freshmen teachers/7:45
a.m.; Faculty meeting/3:05 p.m.;
State Drama at W.K.U.
Land Between the Lakes' events
include "A Christmas Medley"/2
p.m./Golden Pond Visitor Center.
Info/1-924-5602.

Births, dismissals
on Friday, Saturday
listed by hospital
Dismissals at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital for Friday, Dec.
11, have been released as
follows:
Dismissals
J L. Evans, Rt 4. Box 385-A, Paris,
Tenn.; Terry Wayne Farris, Box 2190,
Puryear, Tenn ,
Mrs. Dorothy Jones, Rt 1, Box
254-D, Springville, Tenn., Mrs. Debbie
Breedlove, P0. Box 36, Sedalia;
Mrs. Sheryl Brown, H-7 Murray
Manor. Murray; Mrs. Marianna Turpin,
At 6, Box 351, Murray;
Miss Shorn R. Rule, RI 1, Box
218-B, Murray; Jerry Dowdy, At. 1,
Box 143, Almo;
Mrs. Verlie C. Alten, P0 Box 150,
Mayfield; Joseph Skelton, 1508 Sycamore St., Murray;
Mrs. Mollie Harris, 516 South 11th
St., Murray; William Ralph Evans, Rt.
1, Box 283, Almo;
Mrs. Claine A. White, 1611 Locust,
Murray; Mrs. Eloise King, 1103 Sycamore St., Murray;
Mrs. Dorothy McDonnell, 1024
Robinwood, Murray; Robert A. Colley,
General Delivery, Farmington,
Mrs Nell Hendon, 200 South Sixth
St., Murray; George Cossey, Rt. 3,
Box 222, Murray;
Wildy E. Beane, At 7, Box 263,
Mayfield; Mrs. Mary Kathryn Miller and
baby girl, At 1, Box 283-8, Murray.
One newborn admission and
dismissals at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital for Saturday,
Dec. 12, have been released as
follows:
Newborn admission
Burgie baby girt, parents. Donna
and Craig, Rt. 2, Benton
Dismissals
Edgar Don Boggess, At 6, Box 198,
Murray; Finis D Bell, 815 Curtis St.,
Pans, Tenn
Larry Frankenhouser, Ftt 2, Box 78,
Murray; Ms Helen Ambrose, C-5
Southside Manor Ape., Murray;
Miss Kayla Kimbel, Rt 3, Box
281-T, Murray; Miss Gidget Crouch,
At 1, Box 117-B, Murray,
Mrs Lisa C Rudolph, Fit 1, Box
(Cont'd on page 14)

Sandy Linn, youth services director for Calloway County Public
Library has announced the theme for Story Hours for Tuesday and
Wednesday, Dec. 15 and 16. It will be "Jolly Old Saint Nicholas."
Story Hours are book-centered enrichment programs designed for
children between the ages of 3 to 7. A special shortened version is
Parents and Twos. Programs are held Tuesdays and Wednesdays with
Parents and Twos from 9:30 to 10 a.m. and Story Hours from 10:30 to
11:30 a.m.
Both programs are held in the Library Meeting Room. Interested
persons may call the library at 753-2288 for more information.
Linn said there will be no Story Hours on De-c. 22, 23, 29 and 30
because of the Christmas holidays.
Also no Story Hours will be held on Jan. 5, 6, 12 and 13 because of
the library inventory. The library will be closed Jan. I through Jan.
17.
The library will reopen Monday, Jan. 18. Story Hours will resume
Jan. 19.

Senior Citizens plan events

Mr. and Mrs. Hardiman Miller

Anniversary reception
will be held on Sunday
Mr. and Mrs. Hardiman Miller of Rt. 2, Hazel, will be honored in
celebration of their 50th wedding anniversary on Sunday, Dec. 20.
A reception will be from 2 to 4 p.m. in the multi-purpose room of
Glendale Road Church of Christ, Murray.
All relatives and friends are invited to attend. The couple requests
that guests not Ming gilts.
Mr. Miller and Mrs. Miller were married Dec. 24, 1942.
Mrs. Miller is the daughter of the late Bessie Charlton Myers and
Charlie Myers. Mr. Miller is the son of the late Hardy Miller and Katy
Shoemaker Miller.
They have one son, John M. Miller and wife, Debbie, and one
daughter, Mrs. Jan McKee! and husband, Allen, all of Murray.
Their four grandchildren are Greg Miller, Jill Miller, Jeremy
McKee! and Josh McKeel.

Murray-Calloway County
Senior Citizens Program has
activities planned for December.
On Monday, Wednesday and
Friday, an exercise program will
be done from a chair at 9 a.m.
each day. This will be followed
by a walk in the auditorium.
Also on Mondays at 10 a.m.
Dover Williams has a craft class.
A different clergyman from the
city and county will give a devotion on Tuesdays at 10 a.m.
Thursdays at 10 a.m, is when
the group tries to schedule different speakers from the community to speak on something of interest to senior citizens.
This week on Thursday at 2
p.m., a representative from West
Kentucky Legal Service will
speak to seniors on an individual
basis.
On Friday, Dec. 18, at 1 p.m.,
a birthday celebration will be
held. Also on Fridays, Jo Vereycken will be teaching a drawing
class at 10:30 a.m. Movies and
games are also featured on
Fridays.
A handcrafted doll house has

Kristen Nicole Henson
born at local hospital
Mr. and Mrs. Danny James
Henson, Rt. 5, Box 169, Benton,
are the parents of a daughter,
Kristen Nicole Henson, bon on
Friday, Nov. 20, at 1:54 a.m. at
Murray-Calloway County Hospital. The baby weighed six pounds
four ounces and measured 19
inches. The mother is the former
Rebecca Ann Kidd. Grandparents
are Glynn and Joan Henson and
Gene and Shirley Kidd, and a
great-grandmother is Mrs. Ruby
Jones, all of Benton.
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Murray High School Chapter
of FHA has leader as speaker
Miss Courtney Adams, first
vice president of Murray High
School Chapter of Future Homemakers of America, discussed the
Program of Work for the coming
year with fellow club members.
A junior at Murray High
School, she is the daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Bill Adams. She is also
serving as regional recreational
leader for 1992-91.
The club will rparticiapte in the
"Family to Family to Russia"
with each team preparing a box

to ship to a family in Southern
Russia.
Phillip Rogers, director of the
project, shared ideas with the
Murray High Chapter on Nov. 25.
Future Homemakers of America, a youth organization established in 1945, has four primary
goals. They are to promote leadership development, provide
community service, develop skills
of life, and to strengthen family
communications.
Sally Crass is the advisor for
the MHS Chapter.

Large Selection

Industrial

UPS DAILY PICKUP
SERVICE
US POSTAL
Stamps and Packages

753-1423
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RMATHTS
TUESDAY EVENING DECEMBER 15th
5 p.m. to 9 p.m.

TWO $50.00 GIFT
CERTIFICATES
TO BE GIVEN AWAY!

Selected Items
throughout the store

ONE STOP SHOPPING & SHIPPING
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Its Men's Night
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OUR EXPERT SALES ASSISTANTS WILL
HELP YOU SELECT THE JUST PERFECT
GIFT. ENJOY REFRESHMENTS WHILE
YOU SHOP, THEN GET YOUR GIFT
WRAPPED FOR FREE!
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Southeide Shopping Center

been donated to the Senior Citizens Center by Al Vereycken.
Tickets are being sold for SI each
or six for $5. The doll house is
on display at the Weaks Center at
607 Poplar St., Murray.
Eric Kelleher, director of
Senior Citizens program, urges
all senior citizens in the area to
take part in the activities. The
Senior Citizens are a United Way
Agency.
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Martin's Chapel United
Methodist Church Coffee Break/
9:30 a.m.
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SPORTS
UK leaves
impression
Houston Nutt MSU's final candidate on Cards

F Legends help mold Arkansas coach
-,40•14414-
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By STEVE PARKER
1..s../ a Timm. %win

vs
srEvE PaERI•096( a T,
to visit
candidate
the
final
was
Nutt
Houston
assistant
Arkansas
the %turn.? State campus.

Houston Nutt defines class
as, "doing what's right when
nobody's looking."
In his bnef 35-year -old life,
Nun has done a lot ot things
nght.
The University of Arkansas
assistant coach, the fifth and
final Racer football coaching
candidate to visit Murray State
for his on-campus interview
Saturday, brought some
impressive credentials with him
from Fayetteville, Ark.
Nutt, in his third year at Arkansas. was a high school AllAmenca in football as a quarterback at Little Rock Central
and was also an all-state selection in basketball as a guard/
forward. He attended Arkansas
in 1976 and 1977, lettenng in
both sports and starting at quarterback as a true freshman,
before transferring to Oklahoma

State, where he also lettered in
both sports
Nutt is the only athlete in
history to earn letters in both
football and basketball at
schools in the Southwest and
the Big Eight conferences

His coaching experience
includes two seasons as a graduate assistant at Oklahoma
State, one at Arkansas and one
spring at Arkansas State.

By MIKE EMBRY
AP Sports WrIlos

LOUISVILLE, Ky. — Jamal
Mashburn believes the best is yet
to come for No. 3 Kentucky.
That's a scary proposition for
other teams after the third-ranked
Wildcats demolished Louisville
88-68 before a record crowd of
19,663 in Freedom Hall on Saturday night.

III TURN TO PAGE 11

Kurth takes ball, targets Tuesday
Murray State president Dr. Ronald Kurth is expected to make a
decision on the school's next bead football coach on Monday with
an announcement coming Tuesday, school officials report.
Kurth. along with athletic director Mike Strickland and faculty
representative Dr. Karl Hussung, met Monday morning to pick
from two candidates. Strickland and Hussung presented Kurth with
the two recommendations after the 10-member search committee
met for six hours Sunday.
The two candidates to make the final cut were not released.
"We've had five excellent candidates interview fix our coaching
position." Strickland said in a new release. "Now we must rack the
best man for Murray State."
Selected from 71 applications, the five finalists are: Craig Cason,
head coach at Morehouse College; Gary Nord, offensive coordinator at Louisville; Dicky Clark, an assistant coach Georgia; Leon
Hart. head coach at Elon (N.C.) College; and Houston Nutt. assistant coach at Arkansas.

"We played a great game,"
said Mashburn, who finished with
27 points and seven rebounds.
"We're inexperienced right now
now but we'll get better at the
end of the season."
Kentucky coach Rick Pitino
saw some maturity emerge from
his squad.
"This is an inexperienced team
that played experienced," he
said.
Besides Mashburn's standout
performance, Kentucky (4-0) also
got a 20-point, seven-rebound
effort from freshman Rodrick
Rhodes, 14 points on six -of-eight
shooting from reserve Gimel
Martinez, and from the team
standpoint, made 11 of 213-point
shots and scored 24 points off 19
Louisville turnovers.

Redskins' dreams come true against Dallas
By DAVE GOLDBERG
SP

Fesco1/5411 Writes

WASHINGTON — It was a
:razy play in a crazy game in a
-sitter nsalry that all hut put the
skashington Redskins h4.k in the
.ilayoffs to defend their Super
.40%1.1 title
In fact. it was a dream come
-rue for the Redskins — literally
"I was sitting there daydreamng and getting a tumble and
coring a touchdown," said
4ashington defensive end Choc: Mann, whose dream came two
Ilays before teammate Danny

Miami Qs wins
Heisman trophy;
Jones lays claim
to Butkus Award
NEW YORK (AP) Miami quaterback Gino Tarred& 2.6-1 as a starter for the
top -ranked Hurricanes,
received the Heisman Trophy
on Saturday. v.hile Florida
State linebacker Mar.in Jones
took home the Butkus Award.
Torretta received 310 firstplace soles and 1.400 points in
balloting by the media and former Heisman winners San
Diego State running back Marshall Faulk was second with
164 first-place votes and 1,080
points and Georgia back Garrison Hearst was third with 140
first-place votes and 982
points.
Jones, a junior, received the
Butkus Award as the top college linebacker Saturday.
Jones. the Lombardi Award
winner as the top lineman,
received 80 points and 12 of
20 first-place votes in balotung .by reporters, coaches and
scouts Miami's Micheal Barrow was second with 64 points
and six first-place votes

,

Copeland did just that — recos
en:1g a fumble in the end zone
with 3:14 left.
That gave the Redskins, outplayed most of the game, a 20-1 7
win over Dallas in the latest
installment of one of the NFL's
most bitter nvalnes. It also kept
the Cowboys from clinching their
first NFC East title in seven
sears.
The bizarre play capped a frenzied game that included three
goal-line stands by Dallas i11-3)
and three fourth-quarter turnovers, including one that prevented
a Cowboys touchdown Washing-

ton's only offensive TD came on
a gimmick play — a 42-yard
option pass from Earnest Byner
to Terry Orr.
And Dallas lost three fumbles,
equalling their total for the first
13 games of the season
Copeland's winning TD came
Just 22 seconds after Dallas' third
goal-line stand, when a fourth and-one pass by Mari Rypien fell
out of the reach of Gary Clark in
the end zone
On second down. Troy Aikman
was sacked in the end zone by
Jason Buck
The play was ruled a fumble

-- even though it appeared Aikman was in the process of throwing the hall — and Emmitt Smith
picked up the hall and started to
run. Smith tossed the hall forward as he was hit by Copeland,
who then jumped into a pile of
blue and white shirts and ended
up with the hall.
Aikman. 23 of 35 for 245
yards, threw two 5-yard TD passes to tight end Jay Novacek in
the first half as Dallas took a
17-7 lead. Then the Cowboys
held the Redskins to two Chip
Lohmiller field goals on three
forays inside their 10. in luding

"Kentucky played about as
well as you can play," said
Louisville coach Denny Crum,
who has a 4-8 career mark
against the instate rival. "Probably both ends of the floor. They
capitalized on every mistake that
we made. They were just really
good at both ends.
— They had been shooting 32
percent from the 3-point line. It
seems like they hit everything
they threw up there. If they play
like that every night they'll be
tough for anybody to beat."

one that started with a first and
goal at the one.
But they were finally undone
by their turnovers, including an
interception thrown by Aikman
from the Washington 2 that was
returned 59 yards by Andre Collins with Dallas holding a 17-10
lead. That eventually led to a
22-yard field goal by Lohmiller
that cut it to 17-13.
It got worse alter the Collins
interception with Copeland in the
middle.
With 5:53 left, he picked up a
• TURN TO PAGE 11
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Lady Lakers fall in two-point buzzer-beater
Staff

Report
...4.5940/ I TIMMS

Close onLv counts in
horseshoes and hand grenades
The Calloway County Lady Lakers found out how close when
they lost at the buzzer to Obion
Central 68-70 Saturdas
Calloway's record slipped to
2-2.
"We lost to one of the top
teams in Kentucky and we lost to
one of the top teams in Tennessee." he said. "But were hoping
we can become a top team."
After trailing 10 points going

into the last quarter, the Lady
Lakers came within two with 20
seconds remaining. Obion
brought the hall in bounds and
was fouled with seven seconds
left in the hall game.
Obion missed the free throw
and Mitzi Rickman grabbed the
rebound. She got the ball to
senior guard Valerie Shelton who
brought the ball down the floor.
Shelton's Jumper rolled off the
rim and Rickman again fought
for the rebound. On her way back
up to the boards she was fouled.
The officials said Rickman was
fouled after the buzzer. There
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would be no chance to tie the
game.
Coach Peter O'Rouke said the
game was close all night.
"We did a good job defensively and held their leading scorer to
four points during the second and

third quarters," he said.
Shelton once again led the
team in scoring with 33. She was
2-2 from three-point range.
Calloway grabbed 38 rebounds
to Obion's 23. Molly Wisehart
snagged eight and Leah Darnall
got seven rebounds on the night.
Problems plagued the Lady
Lakers throughout the night.
Two of O'Rouke's seniors,
Susan Bucy and KaDonna Randolph, were on a class trip and
their presence on the court was
missed, he said.
Antonia Dunn, one of Calloway's top inside players, was

taken out of the game late in the
fourth quarter with a hyperextended elbow. O'Rouke said she
was taken to the hospital for
treatment. It is questionable when
she will return.
The 5-11 senior pulled down
13 rebounds and dumped in six
points before she was injured.
O'Rouke said he is not sure how
he will arrange the starting lineup when the Lady Lakers travel
to Graves County tonight.
Graves has big strong people
underneath. O'Rouke said he will
decide just before tip-off whether
to go with size or speed.

NFC heavyweights fail to clinch divisions
By The Associated Press
On a day when several teams
had something big to play for,
(wily a few plaved as well as they
needed to.
The prize in this case was division odes, and Minnesota, Pittsburgh and Dallas each failed to
wrap up theirs with a win.
The Steelers. however,

clinched the AFC Central when
Houston lost to Green Bay Sunday night, 16-14
Minnesota lost to San Francisco 20-17, Pittsburgh was
trounced 30-6 by Chicago and
Dallas lost 20-17 to Washington
On Saturday, Buffalo beat
Denver 27-17 and Phoenix beat
the New York Giants 19-0
Tonight, it's the Los Angeles

Raiders at Miami.
Here is how the division races
look with two weeks to go:
— AFC East: Buffalo, which
has already clinched a playoff
spot, needs one win and one
Miami loss to clinch the division.
Two Buffalo wins also gets the
.job done.
— AFC Central: Pittsburgh has
clinched the division.

needs one win or one loss by
— AFC West: Co-leaders San
Bay to clinch the division.
Green
Diego and Kansas City can clinch
playoff spots with wins next If Minnesota loses next week at
week. Denver is still in conten- Pittsburgh, Green Bay can win
the division with two more wins.
tion for the division title.
— NFC West: San Francisco
— NFC East: Dallas wins the
division with one more victory or can wrap up the division title by
beating Tampa Bay on Saturday.
with a loss or tie by Philadelphia
next week. Washington cannot New Orleans has clinched a playwin the division.
— NFC Central: Minnesota • TURN TO PAGE 11

Atlanta coach proves female goaltender no fluke
Coach
ATLANTA (AP)
Gene Ubriaco saw it as the perfect time for Manon Rheaume to
become the first woman to see
action in a regular-season professional hockey game.
"It was good to show the
country she's for real," the
Atlanta Knights coach said Sunday night after putting Rheaume

The 135-pound goalie, who
drew a standing ovation from the
crowd of 9,027 when she was
announced at the start of the second period, had three saves and
allowed one goal. Another Salt
Lake City goal against Rheaume
was nullified by an interference
penalty.
"I was a little bit nervous,"

in goal for the first 5 49 of the
second period in a 4-I minor
league loss to the Salt Lake City
Golden Eagles
"It showed she really is a goalie," Ubnaco said after the game
that was televised nationally on
cable "It showed she does know
what to do She knows where the
net is"
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her locker. 'Have a cigar. Now
you're one of the guys."
Rheaume said she was ready to
play.
"I have to know where I am
now," she said. "It's good to
have ice time to see what's going
to happen when I make my first
start.''

Rheaume, 20, had played the

second period of an NHL exhibition game in September for Tampa Bay, the Knights' parent club,
against the St Louis Blues. She
gave up two goals.
"It was a tough situation for
her, being on national television
and going in cold. I give her a lot
of credit. She's courageous."
The fans were behind her.
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Rheaume said. "You learn by
your mistakes. I'll learn what to
do I was excited to see what I
can do. The other players said
Just do the same as in practice."
Ubriaco said in a sense it was a
reward fix the way she has been
working in practice, but it was
more of "let's see what it was
like under the gun. I kit a note in
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Cliff Curd bestowed NAIA honors

Act p 1-,1\ Reactions
MR. FOOTBALL FINALISTS

JACKSON, Tenn. - Cliff Curd,
a 6'2, 195 pound junior wide
receiver for Lambuth University
captured NAIA honors for the
second time in his career.
After suffenng a pulled muscle
in his leg and sitting out two
games mid-way through the season, Curd came back strong to
finish number one in the Mid-

LOUISVILLE, Ky.(AP) — South Oldham's Donnell Gordon, who rushed
for more than 2.200 yards this season, was among five finalists for Mr.
Football announced Saturday. The other candidates for the award are
quanorbacks Billy Jack Haskins of Paducah Tilghman and Adam McCormack of Covington Catholic, offensive lineman Brad Larnpley of Louisville
Trinity and defensive back -running back Charles Tinsley of Cumberland.
The award is presented annually to the top high school player by the
Kentucky Associated Press Sports Editors. The players were seiected at
the winter meeting of the KAPSE. The winner will be announced Dec. 24.

COLLEGE FOOTBALL
CHATTANOOGA, Tenn. (AP) — Tommy West, co-defensive coordinator
at South Carolina, was named head coach at Tennessee•Chattanooga on
Saturday.

•Legends help...
FROM PAGE 10
He spent six seasons as a fulltime assistant at Oklahoma State,
in which he was the passing
game coordinator and offensive
coordinator. He went to Arkansas
in 1990, where he presently
coaches wide receivers.
During his playing and coaching career, Nutt has worked under
such notable coaches as Frank
Broyles, Lou Holtz, Jimmy Johnson, Eddie Sutton and Gene
Keady.
"I'd take a little bit from
each," Nutt said of his coaching
style, should he be selected to
replace Mike Mahoney. "Frank
Broyles was a smooth recruiter.
Lou Holtz was a master motivator. And Jimmy Johnson has a
little bit of all of that, but he's
much more positive."
However, his greatest inspiration in coaching comes from his
father, a coach at the Arkansas
School for the Deaf.
"Playing with deaf youngsters,
you can't holler," Nutt told an
open forum of Murray State students and faculty on Saturday. "I
learned you had to play with your
eyes open. That's helped me so

GOLF
DORADO BEACH, Puerto Rico (AP) — Ray Floyd shot a 7-under-par 65
for a five-stroke victory over George Archer and Dale Douglass in the
season-ending Senior Tour Championship on Sunday.
Floyd, who won the PGA Tour's Doral Open earlier this year. finished
with a 19-under 197 total on the 6,740-yard Hyatt Dorado Beach East
Course to tie the Senior PGA Tour record for relation to par.
He earned $150,000 for his third victory in seven starts as a senior to
close his rookie season with $417,991. He finished the year with combined earnings of $1,132,909. Archer closed with a 69 and Douglass shot
a 71.
Lee Trevino, who will undergo surgery Tuesday on his left thumb, tied
for seventh and won the tour's money title for the second time in three
years with $877,002. He also clinched a third consecutive Byron Nelson
award for scoring average

TENNIS
MUNICH, Germany (AP) — Michael Stich beat Michael Chang 6-2, 6-3,
6-2 in the final of the Grand Slam Cup on Sunday. Stich, ranked 15th in
the world, earned $2 million and Chang received $1 million.

•Redskins'dreams...
FROM PAGE 10
fumble by Michael Irvin after a
pass completion and returned it 8
yards to the Washington 24, The
Redskins got to the 2, called time
out, then tried a low-percentage
fade pattern in the end zone that
Clark had no chance of reaching

South Football Conference in
individual pass receiving.
Curd led the Eagles and the
conference by grabbing 50 catches for 614 yards and four touchdowns in eight games. For his
outstanding efforts, Curd was
named to the All MSFC first
team and the the All NAIA District 24th team.

in the corner.
Washington (9-5), outplayed
the entire first half, trailed just
10-7 until 9 seconds before intermission, when Aikman hit
Novacek with his second 5-yard
TD pass of the half.

much in life.
"I'm a big believer in young
men and that's one of the reasons
I want to be a head coach," he
explained. "At the ages of 18 to
22, kids are the most impressionable and you can make a big difference in their lives."
On the field, Nutt favors an
exciting brand of offensive football, which includes the run and
the pass. "This day and age you
can't be one-dimensional."
Defensively, Nuu asks, first
and foremost that is team be
aggressive. "The way 1 describe
it is close your eyes and listen to
them play."
Nutt, a friend of Racer basketball coach Scott Edgar, feels, like
the other coaches, that speed is
the Racers' biggest need. At Arkansas, Nutt recruited Dallas and
East Texas primarily.
He has no problems with Murray State's shrinking athletic
budget. "If Mr.(Mike) Strickland
tells me that's what we have,
then that's what we have."
A native of Little Rock, Ark.,
Nutt is married to the former Diana Thomas and they have four
children.

NFC heavyweights...
FROM PAGE 10
off spot.
Eagles 20, Seahawks 17, OT
Roger Ruzek kicked a 44-yard
field goal as time expired in
overtime to keep the Eagles tied
with the Redskins for second
place in the NFC East. The
Eagles (9-5) overcame a clubrecord 191 penalty yards and 10
sacks of quarterback Randall
Cunningham. The Eagles rolled
up 466 yards to just 87 for the
Scahawks (2-12), who played
their second overtime game in
three weeks. The Eagles sent the
game into overtime when they
drove 93 yards in nine plays for a
touchdown with 4:52 left to tie
the score at 17.
49ers 20, Vikings 17
The Vikings were the only
team that could clinch a playoff
berth this weekend simply by
winning, but they didn't get the
job done. Amp Lee, filling in for

injured star Ricky Watters,
rushed for 134 yards and a touchdown and also caught a scoring
pass as the 49crs held on for the
win at the Metrodome. The Vikings (9-5) moved into field goal
range late in the game, but Tim
Harris sacked Rich Gannon
twice, fOrcing Minnesota to punt
with 2:13 left. San Francisco
(12-2) then ran out the clock.
Bears 30, Steelers 6
Chicago's defense, playing
inspired football in Mike Singletary's final home game, forced
three turnovers and the offense
locked the game up after three
quarters. The Bears (5-9) held
Barry Foster, who entered the
game with 1,444 yards and 10
games of 100 or more yards this
season, to 25 yards on 12 carries.
Jim Harbaugh, who vowed to
donate his weekly check of
$70,000 to charity until the Bears
won again, completed 11 of 21
passes for 90 yards and a TD.
Pittsburgh (10-4) still has at least

pass for a 27-13 lead, leaving
Kansas City (9-5) two victories
away from its first AFC West
title in 21 years. The Pats
dropped to 2-12.
Chargers 27, Bengals 10
At San Diego, the Chargers
ensured their first winning season
in a non-strike year since 1981 by
beating the Bengals (4-10). The
Chargers (9-5) scored the final 24
points and got the winning score
on Stan Humphries' 1 -yard bootleg run. The Chargers have won
five in a row and nine of their
last 10 games to remain in a firstplace tic with Kansas City in the
AFC West.
Lions 24, Browns 14
At Pontiac, Mich., Andre
Ware's first start in three years
— and his best ever as a pro —
couldn't have come at a worse
time for Cleveland. Ware passed
for 138 yards and two touchdowns and ran for 68 yards as
Detroit dashed Cleveland's hopes
for an AFC wildcard playoff spot.

a one-game lead over Houston in
the AFC Central.
Packers 16, Oilers 14
Green Bay won its fifth
straight game for the first time
since 1966 and stayed right in the
thick of the playoff race. The
Packers (8-6) benefited from four
Houston (8-6) turnovers — two
fumbles and two interceptions —
that they turned into two field
goals and a touchdown. The
game clincher came on a 6-yard
TD pass from Brett Favre to Sterling Sharpe with 3:33 left in the
game.
Chiefs 27, Patriots 20
In a cold rain at Kansas City,
the ball bounced the Chiefs' way
in the fourth quarter of a game
that featured 10 fumbles. Tied
13-13 in the fourth quarter, the
Chiefs took the lead when Charles Mincy scooped up Jon
Vaughn's fumble and returned it
30 yards for a touchdown. About
four minutes later, Willie Davis
hauled in Dave Krieg's 43-yard

II UK leaves...
FROM PAGE 10
Louisville (1-2) rode an emouonal high early in the game,
building a 30-20 lead when Brian
Hopgood banked in a short jumper with 9:55 left in the half.
"From listening to the comments being made, we knew
Louisville's emotional level
would be off the charts," said
Pitino. "I told the team, 'That's
OK. You'll have your run.'"
And Kentucky did just that
with a 14-1 tear, keyecl by
3-pointers from Mashburn, Martinez and Travis Ford, to take a
lead it never relinquished the rest
of the way.
Kentucky, leading 48-40 at the
half, turned the game into a rout
with a 17-1 burst for a 76-51
advantage that left Louisville

limping to the final horn.
"We're a young team," said
Mashburn. "We can explode at
times and we can be flat sometimes. We got a lot of confidence
in taking open shots."
Louisville was led by Troy
Smith with 15 points, all coming
in the first half, and Greg Minor
with 14.
"We all wanted to win," said
Minor. "We just need to execute
better."
Louisville didn't get much production from forward Dwayne
Morton, who got into early foul
problems and finished with only
four points, and center Clifford
Rozier, who scored eight points
and was assessed a technical foul
for taunting Rhodes after blocking his shot in the first half.
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extend a special
invitation to tour
a manufactured home
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by MSU students.
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rebounded and shot only 34 percent from the field. From the free
throw line, however, Murray shot
63 percent.
The Tigers will have some
time off this week before they
face Calloway County (2-2) Friday night.

Good service, Like a good neighbor.
good coverage, State Farm is there.
good price-

That's
State Farm
insurance." State Perm Insurance Companies
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And it takes only $500
to get it started.
Why keep your
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at a low rate of
return? Stop by United
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how advanced banking can be at Murray's
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It was another tough night for
the Murray High Tigers. They
were soundly defeated by Heath,
84-50 Saturday.
Even 17 points by B.J. Jenkins
and 16 by Robert Weatherly
couldn't save the game for the
Tigers.
Heath gained a 12 point advantage by the end of the first quarter. At the half, Heath had a comfortable 26 point lead. It was a
lead the Tigers could not catch.
The 1-4 Tigers were out

UNITED

Murray
For more info call

Murray LeMON & Timms

When you invest in
4.50%
United Commonwealth's
4.00%
Advancing Rate CD,there's
only one thing your interest
rate can do. Go up.
You see we start with a
Second
First
beginning rate of 4.0% and h-Ntonth 6-Months
every 6 months the rate goes up during the
24 month term until it reaches 6.25%. And
that's not all. You can withdraw any or all of
your investment at any 6 month interval.

MSU Interior
Design Students

Power locks, tilt, cruise, AM/FM stereo, power trunk, ABS, 3.3 V-6.
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mr.
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Staff Report

United Commonwealth's
Advancing Rate CD
6.25%

Mobile Homes, Inc.

1982 Buick Skylark

Heath trounces Murray
despite effort by Jenkins

GRAB ON TO THIS NEW
ADVANCED CD AND WATCH
THE RATES GO UP

"Usually I don't talk during
the game," said Rozicr, who had
a game-high 14 rebounds. "I
really got too emotional. I hurt
the team getting the technical
foul."
Kentucky has now won three
straight games over the Cardinals, increasing its series lead to
17-7.
"After three in a row they
have to give us respect," said
Mashburn.
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Kentucky apple grower wins national honors
HARLAN, Ky. (AP) — John
V. Creech would retire if it
weren't for his "sweet tooth."
His love for fresh fruits has led
him to become an award-winning
apple grower.
'I've tried to retire twice,''
said Creech, 64.
The last ume he came out of
a
7t•tirement was after a tnp to
he
said
Creech
store.
gro.erv

EARN
6.25%
TAX-DEFERRED ANNUITY
RATE GUARANTEED FOR
ONE YEAR,
EARLY SURRENDER
CHARGES APPLY.

could not find a good apple in
Florida.
Shortly after, Creech and his
wife, Mary, moved back to Cumberland after six years in Flonda.
He said he was looking forward
to returning to Kentucky to find a
delicious, sweet apple
When he returned, he still
could not find an apple that met
his standards
So in the mid-70s, he began
growing his own apples. He said
he was introduced to an apple
called the Gala in 1975. He
bought a few trees and began
growing the Gala, nauve to New
Zealand.
Creech said he noticed one
limb on a tree began growing
apples a little brighter and with a
little better taste than the rest of
the apples He said he began
grafting parts of that limb to
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other trees to see if he could produce the apple on a regular basis.
He compares apple trees to
cows. If a cow doesn't produce
sweet milk regularly, the cow
usually ends up in a butcher
shop. If a tree doesn't regularly
produce sweet apples, it is usually cut down.
"We used to cut down as
many as we planted," he said.
The grafts continued to produce the bnght, sweet apples. He
then applied for a patent for what
he calls Mutants.
In 1987, he received U.S. Plant
Patent No. 6172 on the "Scarlet
Gala."
At Its annual consention at
Clemson University in South
July, The North
Carolina
American Fruit Explorers presented Creech with the %filo Gibson Award, named after the orga-

t ''-''-- Fabulous Christmas Buffet
Saturday

175364703
(ornelison

nization's founder.
Thc award was given to Creech
because of his research into 3(X)
new and obscure apple varieties.
Last year, the Scarlet Gala was
given a four-star rating at
Washington State University in a
test conducted by a panel of
experts. Of the more than 60 varieties entered, the Scarlet Gala
was one of only two apples to
receive the highest rating.
With awards and recognition
on his side. Creech plays down
his success.
"It doesn't amount to anything, really," he said.
He is more willing to discuss
his booming business he developed from his apples.
He has signed a deal with a
company to distribute small Scarlet Gala trees. He said he can sell
up to 10,000 trees each year, but
he usually sells only a few thousand. With other trees he grows,
he sells 10,000 to 12,000 trees
each year.
Creech and his wife also sell
trees and apples at their shop,
The Apple Tree, in Blair.
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Kentuckians traveled in
Cuba caravan despite embargo
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
Four Kentuckians were among a
group of activists that recently
defied the U.S. trade embargo
against Cuba and organized a caravan to get relief supplies to the
communist island.
Travding under the auspices of
Minneapolis-based Pastors for
Peace, the 44-car caravan crossed
into Mexico in late November
after a confrontation with government agents, who tried to prevent
the crossing when members
refused to fill out export licenses.
From Tampico, Mexico, the
103 members participating in the
U.S.-Cuba Friendshipment flew a
chartered flight to Havana,
spending Nov. 22 through Dec. 3
there, Nancy Jakubiak of Louisville said Sunday. She was one of
those who went to Cuba and is
coordinator of the Louisville Pastors for Peace committee.
The goods were taken to Cuba
from Tampico aboard a Cuban
freighter.
U.S. government officials had
wanted the group to apply for an
export license in order to deliver
the 15 tons of aid, including medical supplies, wheelchairs, powdered milk, bicycles and Bibles.
Jakubiak said.
But applying for a license
would affirm the 30-year-old
U.S. embargo against trade with
Cuba — an "illegal and immoral" embargo, said Sharon Murray
of Lebanon Junction in Hardin
County, who went on the trip
along with her husband, Ray.
"If this country can deal with
Red China, if it can deal with
absolute monarchies in the
Middle East, if it can deal with
dictators, why can't it deal with
Cuba?" Ray Murray asked.
Once in Havana, "we found a
great welcoming ceremony,"
Jakubiak said. "Everywhere we
went we were met by crowds of
people who gave us flowers, ...
who just outpoured this great
amount of love on us."

BOSTON (AP) — Former U.S.
Sen. Paul Tsongas, fighting his
second relapse of cancer, was
being treated for an infection
caused by chemotherapy, a hospital spokeswoman said.
The former presidential candidate was admitted to Dana-Farber
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The Pastors for Peace delegation even met with Cuban President Fidel Castro twice.
He wanted to meet these
North Americans who defied
their government and the blockade," Jakubiak said.
With the dissolution of the
Soviet Union, which had subsidized much of the Cuban economy, conditions have deteriorated badly, said Jakubiak, who
also visited Cuba a year ago.
"There are power outages now
because of the lack of fuel. There
are very few cars on the road and
very few buses because of the
lack of fuel. Most people arc
traveling by bicycles now,"
Jakubiak said. Food is scarcer,
too, she said.
The delegation was greeted byabout 50 U.S. Customs and
Treasury agents and border
guards when they attempted to
cross into Mexico from Laredo,
Texas, on Nov. 20.
Four people were arrested in
an ensuing scuffle when U.S.
Customs and Treasury agents
tried to confiscate about $1,500
in goods. All of the goods seized
by authorities were eventually
returned to activists.
Later that day, U.S. Treasury
officials told caravan leaders that
they could cross with their goods
once they provided a detailed list
of the supplies they were carrying. The Treasury Department
then authorized the shipment for
delivery, even though the group
didn't apply for a license.
"We were certainly ready to
get arrested. I wasn't afraid at
all," said Jakubiak. "It was a
real spiritual experience for me.
Somehow, I knew things
would work out all right — and it
did."
She credited international pressure and media coverage with
causing the government's change
of heart.
There will be another aid shipment to Cuba in July, she said.

Tsongas treated for infection
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The Sinking Springs Baptist Young Women recently provided a
shopping spree for the participants at W.A.T.C.H. who were
allowed to select gifts for their parents/guardians and then have
BVW
them gift wrapped. Pictured representing Sinking Springs
Patty
Key,
Jane
Morris,
Betty
Paschall,
Dian
Hurt,
Mary
are
pictured
es
representativ
Knott, and Renetta Bogard. W.A.T.C.H.
are Stephen Norsworthy, Eugene HoWield, Ron French, and Patty
Thompson.
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Cancer Institute Thursday, said
spokeswoman Gina Vild. He was
listed in good condition Sunday.
Although the infection is serious, Vild said it was a common
side effect of chemotherapy
treatments.
She said she did not know how
long he would remain
hospitalized.
Tsongas resigned from the
Senate in 1984 when first diagnosed with cancer.
The cancer went into remission
after extensive treatments, including a 1986 bone marrow transplant. In 1987 doctors removed
another cancerous node.
A growth in Tsongas' abdomen
was diagnosed as cancerous in
late November.
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Elementary school tries new approach to learning
tomorrow, up and down without
every glancing at a worksheet,
The Paducah Sun
and for the most part, without
off the calendar
FULTON, Ky. — At a tradi- taking their eyes
blackboard.
tional elementary school, "calenThat's the beauty of hands-on,
dar time" might be a simple matter of students noting a day and student-based activities such as
date.
"Box it and Bag it" calendar
But when Anita Oliver's prim- time, Oliver said. It keeps stuary students at Carr Elementary dents interested by translating
School recently looked at the basic skills learning into fun.
homemade calendar covering
More hands-on, integrated
more than half of the blackboard learning has been blended with
in their classroom, they saw more traditional teaching methods durthan just the date.
ing the first year of Carr ElemenPaper drawings of turkeys, tary's primary program.
Indians and pilgrims, represent"I'm still teaching all the
ing days of the month, were
skills that I've taught before, it's
placed on the calendar in a patjust presented in a different fortern: two turkeys, three Indians,
mat, a new way," Oliver said.
four pilgrims, two turkeys, etc.
"It's
more fun. It's more meanThe students were asked not only
to the students."
ingful
about the day and date, but also
Despite a few lingering conwhich Thanksgiving-related symcerns, school officials and teachbol would come next in the
ers here say the new ungraded
sequence.
primary program is off to a good
For more than 20 minutes, the
start at Carr Elementary.
students counted, added and sub"Of course, some of our teachtracted numbers on the calendar.
They discussed basic concepts ers were unsure of the ungraded
primary concept when they first
such as cold and hot, today and
By JANETT BLYTHE

started," said Dr. Larry Salmon,
superintendent of Fulton City
schools, "but I think they're
beginning to believe that it honestly is better."
Assistant principal Patsy
Whitesell said Carr Elementary
has taken a common-sense
approach to the new program.
"We're just taking it a step at
a time," she said. "We haven't
locked ourselves into anything,
and if we find out what we're
doing isn't working, we'll make
adjustments."
About 160 primary students
began the school year by being
divided into two families:
"Nature's Corner" or the
"Neighborhood." There are four
teachers in each family, and they
have a common planning period.
Carr primary students start
their days in multi-age homerooms before heading to traditional grade-level sessions for up
to three hours. For special activities such as art, library studies
and music — as well as during
afternoon thematic units — students once again meet in multiage and multi-ability groups.

NEW YORK (AP) — A
mother accused of killing her
drug-addicted daughter was a
loving parent pushed to despair
by her child's behavior, and
should be allowed to avoid prison, a prosecutor says.
Daisy Hutson, 68, should be
given probation if she pleads
guilty to reduced charges in the
death of her daughter, Queens
District Attorney Richard Brown
said Sunday.
Brown said he "could not condone the taking of a human life,"
but added that he "couldn't help
but understand the depth of Mrs.
Hutson's despair and the extent

Due to the postage increase and supply
costs we are now only sending out one
renewal notice per month.

Mrs. Hutson is charged with
first- and second-degree manslaughter and weapon possession
in the Aug. 4 shooting of
48-year-old Renee Hutson. She
could be sentenced to up to 25
years in prison.
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NORTON, Va. (AP) — The
last body from a mine explosion
was found Saturday night after
the level of a dangerous gas went
down enough for crews to resume
the search.
A hole was drilled into the
mine shaft Friday and a fan used
to vent the area where seven
bodies were found Wednesday
night, but recovery teams were
twice forced out of the mine by
methane gas before an eighth
body was found.
The last body found in South-
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mountain Coal Co.'s No. 3 mine
was job foreman Norman Vanover, said Tom Brown, a spokesman
for the federal Mine Safety and
Health Administration.
The explosion Monday killed
the miners at their work stations
a mile underground. One miner
closer to the entrance crawled to
safety.
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later than the 24th of the month. This will
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of her anguish."

Brown said he will recommend
today in state Supreme Court that
Mrs. Hutson be allowed to plead
guilty to second-degree manslaughter and third-degree weapon possession, which carries a
maximum 15-year prison sentence. Brown said he will recommend probation.

HAVE YOU RENEWED
YOUR PAPER?

Primary teacher Cathy Burrow,
who has taught for 18 years, said
she has to be sure her students
know they are learning. The
ungraded primary concept tries to
create a failure-free environment
by avoiding emphasis on weekly
MS'S or comparisons to other
students.
That doesn't mean, however,
that students' work isn't checked.
Burrow said she does an occasional "spelling check," which
she described as a fun way to
gauge students' progress.
"I have to know they're learning," she said. "I have to know
what I'm doing is working."
No matter how good teachers,
administrators and parents may
feel about the primary program,
gauging just how successful the
concept works right take some
time.
"I hope that what we're doing
can be demonstrated to be superior to what we've been doing in
the past," Salmon said. "We
have to have some good programs around to see if it in fact
does work, but what we also have
to have is time."

DA: No prison for mom in
crack-addicted daughter's death
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Inspectors find most toys safe but urge caution
By ANN GIBSON
riesseleese Prase Wilier

LOUISVILLE, Ky. — After
searching dozens of stores, five
holiday shoppers were actually
happy when they found none of
the toys on their lists. And that's
good news for parents.
The "shoppers" were inspectors from the state product safety

branch, and their list contained
dangerous toys that have been
recalled.
"We've looked at over 1/10
facilities and we haven't found
any recall(ed) products," said
Terry Wescott, manager of the
proCluCl safety branch' in the state
Division of Community Safety.
"It's been a pretty good year
as far as not finding any toys" on

DWAIN TAYLOR CHEVROLET GEO, INC.
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Locks,929
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-11
753-2617

Hwy. 641 South, Murray

You Gotta See Us For

the federal recall list, he said.
"We have a few stores left, but 1
don't feel like it's going to
change."
Wescott said his department
tries to canvass 125 to 130 stores
across Kentucky during the holiday shopping season. Inspectors
look for toys on the recall list but
also keep an eye out for unsafe
items that may have slipped past
earlier inspections. Primanly, he
said, they are looking for toys
with sharp edges or with small
parts on which a child could
choke.
He said the state concentrates
on discount stores because they
are sometimes ,more likely to
have things that are of lesser
quality, imported or closeout
merchandise. •
During field inspectiOns, officials found about 40 toys that
they brought back to the division's offices in Frankfort for
additional testing.
Wescott said all but seven of
those toys passed the tests and
the ones that didn't were sent. to
Washington for evaluation by the
U.S. Consumer Produ‘t Safety
Commission. He said he has not
yet received the results ot those
tests.
"We sent some simple (plastic) puzzles to test for small
parts, a few wooden toss to test
for lead analysis, doll bottles that
the nipples could come out, and a
car that the wheels could be
pulled off," he said.

flospita/...
(Coned from page 9)
321 Aim°. Michael Warren Gown, Rt
5. Box 845 Murray
S J Waters RI 1 Box 94. Sedahai
Ms Martha Hodge and baby boy, Rt.
2, Box 252 Murray,
Mrs Erline Babcock, di 5 Box 680.
Murray Mess Jayetta Suzanne Ward,
324 Washington Ave Camden Tenn ,
T G Shelton 1709 Calloway Ave.
Murray Mrs Kimberly F Hop•inil and
baby girl RI 3, Box 379.0 Banton

One reason Kentucky inspectors didn't find any recalled toys
this year — they have in the past
— is that the federal recall list
was shorter, Wescott said.
"It implies that the SillIall4311 is
getting better," said Ken Giles, a
product safety commission
spokesman in Washington. "The
death and injury count is not
increasing — yet we have more
children and more toys on the
market."
Wescott agreed that toys arc
changing. with more being made
from safer materials such as
plastic.
"In the past you had a-- lot
more toys that were metal or
wood," he said. ''With the
wooden toy, you have a greater
potential for lead in the paint. I
wouldn't give any kind of painted
toy to a small child."
Giles said the Kentucky program has been a big help to the
federal child safety watchdogs.
"When I asked our compliance
office, they said we get good
leads from Kentucky," he said.
And Kentucky's effort appears
to have been effective. The state
has had one toy-related death in
the past five years, Wescott said.
Despite the state and federal
efforts to protect children from
toy-related injuries, Wescott
stressed that parents are the most
important inspectors. And, he
said, a toy that was safe when it
was purchased can become
unsafe with wear.
For example, the federal product safety agency recalled a
pull-toy train because ol a possible choking hazard posed by
small balls enclosed in a dome on
the smokestack of the train. The
train initially passed the standards for small parts, but, with
use, the dome broke and the balls
inside were small enough to
choke a young child.
"It's important that parents
realize that the toys can change,"
Wescott said.
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Obituaries

Joe Junior McLeod
Joe Junior McLeod, 66, Lakeland Wesley Village, Marshall
County, died Saturday at 7:25
p.m. at Western Baptist Hospital,
Paducah.
He had retired from Proform at
Rcidland. He was the son of the
late Joe J. McLeod and Claudie
Wilson McLeod.
Survivors include his wife,
Mrs. Nora Collie McLeod; two
daughters, Mrs. Joyce Sabo, Belleville, Ill., and Mrs. Debra
Hamilton, Benton; four sons,
Thomas Glen McLeod and David
Joseph McLeod, Benton, Jerry
Wayne McLeod, Calvert City,
and Gary S. McLeod, Mayfield;
nine grandchildren.

Also surviving are four sisters,
Mrs. Maude Herring, Calvert
City, Mrs. Margaret Duff and
Mrs. Loudell Brindley, Eddyville,
and Mrs. Willie Mae Pratt, Boynton Beach, Fla.; four brothers,
Cecil McLeod, Murray, George
McLeod, Eddyvillc, Otho
McLeod, Calvert City, and Billy
Ray McLeod, Gilbertsville.
The funeral will be Tuesday at
1 p.m. in the chapel of Filbeck
and Cann Funeral Home, Benton.
Dr. J.T. Parish will officiate.
Burial will follow in Marshall
County Memory Gardens.
Friends may call at the funeral
home after 5 p.m. today
(Monday).

Oran Hopkins
Final rites for Oran Hopkins
were Sunday at 2 p.m. in the
chapel of Blalock-Coleman Funeral Home of Murray. The Rev.
Dan Holt officiated.
Pallbearers were Stephen L.
Hopkins, David Wicdeman,
Jeremy McClure, Gary McClure,
Joe W. Dortch and Willie Vinson, active; Samuel Workman
and Clayton Workman, honorary.
Burial was in Murray City
Cemetery.
Mr. Hopkins, 70, Lincoln Park,
Mich., died Thursday at 12:21
a.m. at Wyandotte Medical Center, Wyandotte, Mich.
Survivors include his wife,
Mrs. Doris Workman Hopkins, to
whom he was married on March

'Coats for Kids'
distribution set
The Jaycees' "Coats for
Kids" program will distribute
their coats on Dec. 14-15 in
Room 209 of Murray Stiles
Roy Stewart Stadium.
Times are 5-7 p.m. for Monday, Dec. 14, and 6-8 p.m. on
Tuesday, Dec. 15.
"We had a tremendous
response this year," said Karen
Belcher of the Jaycees, noting
that the third annual program
had taken in approximately
700 children's coats — 400 of
which were distributed recently during the Community
Resource Fair at East Calloway Elementary.
Boone's Laundry cleaned
the coats after they were contributed to the Jaycees' drive,
Belcher said.

8, 1944; two daughters, Ms. Dorinda Boyer and Ms. Belinda
Wiedman; one son, Stpchcn
Hopkins; one sister, Ms. Carylon
McClure; three grandchildren.

Stock Market
Report
Prices as of 9 AM
Price

Dow Jones Ind. Avg............+2.17
DJIA Previous Close.....-.3304.08
110 Mr Products.................,..494 .14
+14
AT&T
+14
Bell South
Briggs & Stratton..—... 48% unc.
+54
Chrysler
Dean Foods..-.—.-._.--2834 +14
14
Exxon.-.—.-.-.—.-.—.--6031..
-14
Fisher Pike
Ford Motor..-.—.......... 4254 unc.
: General Ilectrk....—.--8354 +11.
id 'General Motors...-.--- 331/4 -14
Goo rich.
unc.
+14
Goodyear
+34
Ingersoll Rand ..-.-.----.31 14 +34
+Vs
K

K U Energy.-.-............ 2734 uric.
+14
Kroger
343/• unc.
LG&E
McDonalds -.-.—............_ 49 +14
751/3 -14
JC
33A
Peoples First
.6774 -14
Quaker (hts
71iIsa u+
6:
o
0
.
60
nici/s
+3
SSecahersring-Plough
Texaco
unc.
Time.Warner
+1111:
/2 +
.
3:1
63
3
W
1S'-rall•Mart..

HOG MARKET

Warm-Up Suits

111.1ard Lyons Is a await mew In Na ssodt.

Values to $80.00

$4995
Outerwear
Leather, Canvas & Poplin

Come by Mr. Gatti's
for a delicious pizza
anytime!

300/0 Off

Court Square
Murray, KY 42071
502-753-3366

VoIseal-Siste Matkit Sews Service ()womb*. 14
1912 Kestotkp Pritiose Area Ng Marked Report
Includes 3 Boyles Mallow Rioelp1a: Att. is, EM. 234
bleher.
114rroos•Gila 30 Mere Sows Slowly be
544.73-4133
LS 1-2 236.7341 lbs.
$37 7S44.2.1
LS I•2 2111-130 lb..
54013-40.75
US 3-3 23•-201 lbs.
S30.23-4SJ3
L'S 1-4 sears six
Sows
$17.s-2.s31
LS 1-2 2711-360 lbs.
S21,11,42131
Ui 1-3 34*-440 No.
S2S31-211.44
LI 1 3 400-323 iS..
829.45-3141
LS 1-3 523 ao4 t•
5e1.1111-2711
US 2-3 316-91111 lbs.
1126.415-2134

(Santa Says.

Chg

Additional
Ayailablo
frdc)rmaken

44V

HILL1AttD

UPOn ROCira

RIK 11.1.

LSADNS

Sa • bele ME

IPC

4otnetva4Piliektimitods•.kipj-w.tesioanwnigArr,f.fi
There is no better time to say

Grew Gift Ideas...colognes. belts, socks.
watches, terrific ties and morel

'Thank You
than this holiday season.

e's

SAVE MORE DOUGH!
2 All-You-Can-Eat Pizza I 2 All-You-Can-Eat Pizza
& SpaGatti Buffets
& SpaGatti Buffets
I
Rooms 121742
Exporio 1217/92

$599

Only

$699

I

04107
1 wort. II oa.-2
Ilessiloy
Neos.11 p.a.

y. Only
)
,1, r
10.
Dinner 541:30 p.m.

•

CLIP THESE VALUABLE COUPONS. I
•

,r

„

••
..•,•,1

ty

'I'F;(

I

I Buy any large pizza at ropier prko)
per order
I Get•se& cheese,
I et sheessetlehe or dessert pizza

I

•

ft

0.

DI I l‘

7

-

-• •

Medium

2001.400/0 Off

Sampler

ego roe I 2,1742

beim MITA:

For Ark

9e

$79f)
(

Only

1,
,

Coupons Not Good With

Any Other Specials

*

Must Present Coupon
When Ordering

THANK YOU for placing your trust and
confidence with us and allowing us to serve you.
Al the beginning ofthis new year, we want to
renew our'promise to you - that we will always
maintain the highest ethical standards and
conduct ourselves in the most professional
manner.
GOOD LUCK and BEST WISHES during
this holiday season and the upcoming year.
Thank You Alvin York, Bobbie Wilcox,
James Coleman, Jack Norsivorthy,
Keith York and Kelvin York

See Our Huge Selection of

NAUTICA2 (At

the Paducah store)

e'14

K-COLEMAN
BLALOC
Funeral Home, Inc.
Chestnut
Street

Open Mon.-Thurs. 9-7, Frt. & Sol. 9-8
Sunday 1-5
DOWNTOWN • MURRAY

--

713 South Fourth St.

753-665

•

• 4.ia.

. • ••

1 1
;.

- •
_

I •

•

.

753.68'3

•

•v •

••

.*

•

1.

Classified
Deadline. are 2 days in advance and area, follows:
Friday 3 p.m.
Monday Edition
a.
Saturday
Tuesday Edition
Monday
Wednesday Edition
Tuesday
Thursday Edition
Wednesday
Friday Edition
Thursday 3 m,
Saturday Edition
\ it NIVEMEN
Legal Notice
010.--.........
Notice
020
025 ..................... ......... Personals
Thanks
of
Card
030
In Memory
040
050 ..................... Lost & Found

FAR31F1tS MARKEI
_Farm Equipment
--Livestock & Suppltes
Poultry & Supplies
. Produce
Feed & Seed

190
370
390
400
660

410

Public Sale

070 .....

Help Wanted
.Domolostir & Childcare

540

For Trade

090
100 ...„

Situation Wanted

660

Free Column

Business Opportunity
670

Wanted

060

110

....................-....bwAruetion

Saturday 8 a.m.-12 p.m.

*Wm

Nodes

$500 Cash
Reward

RENT A Jolly Santa Claus
years of experience Beautiful suit and accessories
Available for parties or individuals 437 4373 after
59m

For information
pertaining to stealing of chains & binders off of two flat
bed trailers(loaded
with lumber) at
Truck
Pet-Tro
Stop, Murray between Sat. 12/5 and
Tues. 1218.
Call Scooper

753-8117
Anytime
ANNUAL Christmas Sale at
Paris Landing Country
Store 20% off WI sales over
$1000 entire month of December Open Barn until
dark every day Hwy 121,
iust belore Hwy 79 Look for
helicopter

CANCER
INSURANCE
No age limit to apply If
your present policy is
over 10 years old, It
may not cover some of
the newer treatments
such as chemother
apy For free informa
non call

Jerry McConnell
Insurance
753-4199
,gor.a.ar
"ree loce ciao
TRANSFER home moves
to video tape Only 7c per
foot IAakes a great gift Call
Donna Darnell at Video
Production Specialties
759-9246
025
Personale
CHRISTIAN Dating 8
Friendship Service For
free information packet call
1800-829-3283

Rent-A-Car
515 S 12th

SI.

753-2255

AURORA Pizza Magic Genuine hand tossed pizza.
fresh salads sandwiches,
gyros Open aN year at
5pm Closed Mon and
474-8119,
Tues
1 800-649-3804

Repair - ilI
Ilk ‘NDS

Ward Elkins
753-1713

CHRISTMAS Rentals Deluxe Santa suit. economy
sante suit, grandmother
sante suit, scrooge suit
Caner Studio 753-8296
MRS Theresa Reader and
Advisor A true born psychic gifted from God Special $500 502 554 7904
050
Last
And Found
LOST Teacup Poodle,
chocolate color, has only
one eye, wearing turquoise
harness, lost in Independence Church area Nov
30th Family pet 753-3114
or 753-5451

Every Tuesday Night at 7:00
(Nero oven st soot

OPiN 10 I/0

PLIII'C

753-0466

1401111101 1 011r,A14/AlION

PO Box 1011

Murray

America's Second Car

lUglg Duckling
2=1111
LITAE
Locations Coast to Coast
HALEY'S AUTO SALES
Cars, Custom Vans arid Vans For Moving
112 So. 121h
Office: 753-6910
Milrray, KY 42071
1-800-THE-DUCK
Lowest Rates in Town'
Dally, Weekly or Monthly Rates

DISABILITY MEDICARE
SUPPLEMENT INSURANCE
If you are under age 65 and qualify for
MEDICARE due to disability we offer
several Medicare Supplement Policies.
Al) Medicare Supplement Policies
are now standardized into 10 plans
offering different levels of benefits. We
can write 7 of the plans on a "guaranteed issue" basis (no health questions)
and the policies will be issued at the
lowest available premium.
We represent 7 A.M. Best A- or A+
rated companies to give you the best
possible rates and service.
Please give us a call for a rate quote.

McConnell
Insurance Agency
Hopkinirville Fed. Savings Building
7th at Main, Murray, Hy.

753-4199

'""""'"7"7-7"
•
EIMINNIM91'Ir

T

XXxXXXXXXXxXXXXX
x DOLL HOUSE x
CAFIL
X

270 ....

285 Mobile HOMO Lots For Rent

365

For Sale Or Lases

Business Rentals

420

titans Loans

Want To Rent

430

Real Estate

Apartments For Rant

436

Lake Property

Rooms For Rent

440

Lots For Sale

Houses For Rent

450

Farms For Sale

For Rent or Lease

460

Homes For Sale

300

.nStruCtOr

753 1976 of 753 6705
Dancers
Exotic
X START Immediately' Earn
X
Hey. 71 East Paris, Tenn ‘, up to $75/hr for home asX Mon.-Sat. 6 p.m-2 sm. A sembly or we'll pay you
X
901-642-4297
X
$178 Easy work Excellent
XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX paybenehts Fun/part time
No exp required Call
BABYSITTER needed to 1 800-435 9705 Ext
care for three year old boy 187 2
in home and perform light
waithousecleaning Refer- WANTED barmaids
plus
ences required For addi- resses, dancers $500
Cafe
tional information call weekly Doll House
Paris, TN 642-4297,
436-2848
6pm-2am
COAL truck driver needed
for over the road Salary WENDY s is now hiring for
negotiable depending on all shifts Day and night
experience start after first Apply at Wendy's Murray,
Call daily between 2pm 4pm
of the year
901-247-3957
Ask for a manager
COMPUTERS, UNIX oper- WE'VE got a 'state of the
ating system knowledge re- art product that's in great
quired IBM System 36 and demand To earn higher
RPG expenence helpful
than normal income join
Send resume to BancServ, our sales staff Call
Inc 2545 East Wood 753-9999 for appointment
Street, Pans, TN 38242

ANTIQUES by the piece or
collections Call 753-9433
after 5pm

FRANCHI 48AL, hunter
model, 12-ga , 26'
I.4dd -V R , ex cond $325
753-3648

USED and antique furniture, glass, tools, quilts.
474-2262, 901-642-6290

HAND made
753-2498

COUNSELOR Student
Support Services. full time
position to begin January 4,
1993 Qualifications Bachelors degree required,
master's degree preferred
in counseling or related
field Proven written and
oral communication skills
Experience in working with
disadvantaged youth
Knowledgeable and skilled
in personal counseling,
teaching, academic advising, testing, and financial
aid hung procedures Responsibilities. Coordinates
counseling program, conducts group and individual
counseling. teaches self realization course, maintains and updates student
tiles, participates in education and personal
chagnos tic/presc.np e assessment and planning
Salary commensurate with
experience and education
Send resume, (3) references, and letter of application to Velvet Wilson Director, Student Support
Services, 1 Murray St, Murray KY 42071-3313 Dead
line for applications is December 22, 1992 Murray
Stale University does not
discriminate on basis of
race, color, origin, sex or
disability iii its programs or
activities For more information contact the Murray
State University office of
Equal Opportunity at
502-762 3155

070

knives

210

150
Midas
For Side

Firewood

14 CHAIN saw like new.
$95 492-8126

A 1 A FIREWOOD service
$30 rick delivered
492-8254

1988 Panasonic FP 1530
Genesis color on color copier 753-1970

A FIREWOOD for sale
437-4667

ASHLEY wood stove with
blower 759-4144
BOGARD trucking and excavating, inc We haul top
soil, gravel, fill dirt, white
rock, rip rap 759-1828
DELICIOUS SWEET POTATOES' Just $8/bushel
Order early for holidays
759-4989
DRAFTING table and chair,
435-4496 or 489-2321

Display Ads
$5.00 Column Inch
Display Ads
40% Discount 2nd Ran,
606 Discount VS RUA
(All 3 Ado Must Run Within 6 Day Paned
111 75 per column loch ears far Tuesday(Shoe
ytng Cultic

Reader Ads:
25t per word $5.00 minimum 1st
day. 51 per word per day for each
additional consecutive day. $1.75
extra for shopper(Thes. Classifieds
go into Shopping Guide.) $2.00 extra for blind box ads.

Yard Sale $7.50 Prepaid

340

320
Opens
EeL1PII*6111

Wanted

‘11111 II \Oitit
Computers
120
For Sale Or Trade
130
Want To Bey
140
Articles For Sale
150
Appliances
155
Horne Furnishings
160
Antiques
165
Vacuum Cleaners
170
Sewing Machines
180
114 .......___.- Heavy Equipment
Sports Equipment
200
210
Firewood
Musical
220
240
Miscellaneous
260
T.V. & Radio
380 ..........-....-... Pete & Supplies

ilobtle
Homes For Sale

Want
To Buy

Hs
PART lime position for

Mobile Homes For Sale

Advertisers are requested to check the
first insertion of their ads for any error.
The Murray Ledger & Times will be
responsible for only one incorrect insertion_ Any error should be reported
immediately so corrections can be
made

200

160

gymnast1CS

\EV',

280 ........Mobile Homes For Rent

ph°

Help
Wattled

+IF

lit

HP:‘1 1:141A1 V 1(1- N'1

310
TRANSPORTATION
hIcitorcycles 320
Auto Services
Auto Parts
Used Cars 330
Vans
Used Trucks 640
Campers
Boats & Motors 360

060

020

rirte

470
480
485
490
495
500
510
520

pin.

OFFICE [MULLS: Mon.-Fri. 8

1W IIVI( I:1
Insurance
120
Exterminating
230
Business Services
250
290.............Heating And Cooling
,.. Services Offered
630 ............

211St-ELLANEOLS

NIP1,l)11:111EN

753-1916

Classified Ad Rateg

ADJUSTMENTS

TO PLACE AN Al) CAI,I

DEADLINES

FIREWOOD 436-5598
SEASONED firewood oak
753-5476
WOOD for sale. $30/nck
seasoned oak 474-8086
220
Muskat
KIMBALL church organ for
sale $1000 obo Contact
Rev Denton, 753-5809
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CHARMING 2br, 2 bath
CUMMINGS Meter Poles
duplex with garage NorthSpecializing in mobile
wood Dr Appliances turnhome electric services 200
central air and gas
shed,
snip $375 100 amp $325
heat, $475/mo 1 month
435-4027
deposit and 1 year lease,
no pets 753-2905
20
Moto&
FURNISHED apts 1 or 2br,
no pets Zimmerman Apts ,
Hems For Real
South 16th St 753-6609
2BR water and appliances
HAZEL Apartments Hazel
furnished Coleman RE
KY, is now renting You
753 9898
must be 62 handicapped.
MOBILE home for rent on or disabled New 1 and 2br
private lot 1 mile East on units 502 527 8574 for
Hwy 94 Deposit required
more information Equal
753 5536
Housing Opportunity
SHADY Oaks - 2 or 3br
HOUSING near MSU for up
electric or gas Walking dis- to 4 students Available for
tance to college 753 5209 Spring Semester Coleman
TRAILER for rent 2br, RE, 753-9898
stove, refrigerator, washer MUR CAL Apartments now
and dryer, on private lot. accepting applications for
Hwy 80, East of Hardin
1 2 and 3br apartments
$200 plus depsolt
Phone 759-4984 Equal
502-364-8880
Housing Opportunity
300
Business
Rentals

Rouse*
For Rent

Apartments
For Rent

NEAR university Newly re
modeled apt Large living
room 2 large bedrooms
kitchen dinette with range
refrigerator, depose( and
dishwasher Plush carpet
Central electric heat and
air Insulated to TVA specs
Ample closet space
Washer dryer hook up
$325 deposit $325 month
Available January first
753-4560,9arn 4pm

STELLA area, 2br house. 1
bath, wid hook-up,
$250/mo Deposit required
489-2390 after 6prn
360
For Real
Oi Lease
CREEKVIEW Self storage
warehouses on Center
Drive behind Shoney s
$20-$40mo 759 4081
NORTHWOOD storage
presently has units available 753 2905 for more
inforrnabon
365
For Sale
Of Leas*
3BR 2 bath condominium
753-3293 after 6pm
370
1.kraelack
Supplies
HUDSON Company Saddles Bridles & Horse supplies 753-4545,759-1823,
753-6763

OLDER piano for sale,
good condition, $100 Call 4 CAR dean up shop of
ice paved lot air
759-1260 ask for Andy.
THOROUGHBRED Geld753-4509
ing has hunted shown upbabysitEXPERIENCED
John
tuning
PIANO
per level dressage and
for rent
offices
BUSINESS
tsng in my home M F
Gottschalk, 753-9600
lumps Beautiful mover
Part time full time small
759 4994
753-0494
large Very reasonable
WILL stay nights with elrent Call Mum Cal Realty
after
derly Call 753 4590
380
753-4444
119acellseesue
5IxT1
FRED'S Home Crafter
Pets
•
Dis- CHRISTOPHER'S COINS FOR Rent Business Retail
!iodise
WILL stay with elderly, Woodwork on sale
all
S
in
Side
Space
or
duplex
ft
Office
sq
NEW
1,140
played at University Tire, now offers U S and foreign
references
have
Shopping Center
gas, central air appliances AKC Golden Retrievers
Ph
1406 Main St
coins at Hoboes Coon and
436-2305. 753 1541
plus dishwasher, utility Miniature Schnauzers,
753-4994, 759-4675 Items Card Shop, 102 North 5th 753-4509 or 753 6612
room with wed hook-up, wormed and shots
made to order
Street, in Murray Our
320
quiet area, avail 12/15, 502 653-2301
coins, proof sets, paper
lease and deposit, no pets
AKC registered Pomerasupplies
coin
and
currency
LEITERS [RUM SAMA
759 1087
nians 489-2832
are available at Decades
CARPENTERS helper,
emoliad Cliklairs Book,
Ago On Hazel) and at the 1, 2, 3, OR Alb( furnished SPANKING new 2br. 1
AKC registered Toy Poodle
have transportation tools,
Mercantile (in Aurora) apartments nice, near uni- bath duplex with carport
tl
AutanotedDrectMo
puppies red males Ready
trailers. etc Ready to work
1604
Cen
house
sup3br
furnished
Appliances
versity
Stamps and stamp
for Chnstrnas pick yours
312Moin St • Murroy
474-8855
plies are featured along Main St. central gas heat, tral air and gas heat
now 436-2193
753-8887
DEGREED Accountant
with our coins and coon a/c, near campus, $425/mo 1 month deposit
days,
753-6111
pets
no
AKC Schnauzers ready for
lease,
1
$450/mo
year
full-time
seeks permanent
supplies at the Book Rack
Christmas pick yours now.
753-2905
position, 15+ years experi- LET us make your clothes
(Dixieland Shopping Cen- 753-0606 rights
ence in G/L, A/R, A/P and alter and repair Uniforms ter in Murray) We appraise 1BR duplex low utilities. TAKING applications for $150 436-5811
P/R Call 489-2877 or write and sportswear, rentals, estates and are active buy- references and deposit re- section 8 rent subsidized BABY
parakeets
Accountant, Route 1 Box gowns and tuxedos Ruth's ers of coins and stamps quired no pets $185
apartments 1 2 & 3 bed- 759-4119
284 Murray KY 42071
Call 502 753 4161
See and Sew, Country
rooms Apply Hilldaie Apts
753-3949
your pets with Hid121, Muror call BOARD
Ky
Hardin
SEWING lobs wanted in- Square 1606 N
Kennels Call
MSU
All
Valley
near
den
nice,
1BR
250
ray 753-6981
502 437 4113 EHO
cluding formal wear
489-2377
utilities paid Coleman RE
Business
753-1061
ROCKING horses, all
VERY nice clean, 2br, cen753-9898
Services
BULL Terrier puppy, AKC,
sizes In time for Christmas
tral h/a, laundry hook-up,
brindle and white, male,
opts near downOR
1
2br
Investigations
KEN
TENN
100
753-6249
no pets 641 South
Paradise Kennels
$150
753-4109
Murray
town
Business
owner J B Wilburn, specia492 8634
502-753-4106
SANTA Claus suit, red velOpportunky
lizing in criminal civil, 1 ROOM efficiency apartvet 753-7880
domestic and insurance in- ment, very near MSU, WANTED 2 roommates to CHRISTMAS PUPS
BREAKTIME Billiards Di
vestigations 14 years Law available now Coleman share 3br furnished apart- Champion bloodline AKC
a/c
SEARS energy saver
*eland Shopping Center
ment wMaie Water and
registered Boxers Take
18,000 BTU Maple dining enforcement experience RE, 753-9898
Owner wants offer
garbage included
like 502-436-6099 Licensed in
All
chairs
4
and
immediate delivery or can
table
or
Trop
at
502-442-2900
Bob
Call
$120/mo
duplex
BEDROOM
Kentucky and Tennessee 2
759-1085
hold until Christmas
443-3505. ask for Lu Ann or new
ics Tanning Salon,
GOOD NEIGHBORHOOD
753 2511 or
$150-$250
Investigator
PRIVATE
Harold
WOOD and metal shelving
$355 discounted rent Cen- 753 8477, for information
759-2549
wood storage units, wood D B A Confidential Investi- tral heat Lease deposit, no Available Dec 1, 1992
gations, Southside Shop- pets Refrigerator, stove,
110
tables, wood desk
HAVE an obedient safe
ping Center. Suite 8102 dishwasher included
310
753-4541 days
dog for show or home
DISTRIBUTORS for all naMurray, 753-2641
Instruction
759-9874
Homes
Classes or private lessons
tural products, good money
For Rime
Serving Murray for over
ref.,
drapes
carpeting,
2BR
160
and incentives Call COMPUTER Technology
27n
12yrs 436-2858
dishwasher, vnd hook-up, 4 OR 5br house furnished
Plus offers Computer
Hams
436 2000
Mobile
central h/a, 1350/mo De- 106 S 13th, lease and de
Furnielikgs
courses, business private
LABRADOR Retriever pupRaise For Si.
DO you need a JOB or do instruction, including CAD
posit required No pets
posit required no pets
pies, the perfect Christmas
6
waterbed,
making
size
in
help
KING
need
you
1973 ROYALE 12x65 2br 753-9240
753-0932 or 753-5898
programs 759 9158
gift 550 328 8944
mirrored
tinted
the
for
positive advances
drawers,
bath, $4500
14
28F1 duplex Oct Story Aye,
headboard. 3 second mat- 753-6.464
future? We have 22 JOB
120
dead end street ApOPENINGS for people betress, 1150 435-4035 after
QUALITY built energy effi- pliances furnished, central
tween the ages of 16-22
5Pfn
cient homes at affordable Ns, no pets Lease and
Computers
years if you we not in
KING size waterbed with prices' If you compare qual deposit required
school Call 753-9378 five COMPUTERS-Sales
on
mirrors
rails lights arid
try, insulation, set up and 753-7185
days a week between Service, free set-up 8 tamheadboard storage draw- options, you will find we
Home or Office Computer on-site
8 00am 3 00pm We we an ing. home/office Hawkins
like new have the beat housing 28R duplex on quiet street
underneath
ers
service and sales. Select 386 or 486
EOE The protect is funded Research 753-7001
No pets $31Ormo .depo
condition Call 527 1051
Mobile
Dinkins
value.
Kentucky
IBM compatible systems
Western
the
by
Homes, Inc., Hwy 79 East. sit 753-0724
NEW IBM Compatible
Industry Council
Hawkins Research
Pans,TN. 1-900442-4891
Color Printer $195
JTPA
28R near MSU Available
BM
BARGAIN
DiElAUS
10 AM - 10 PM
Call
753-7001
now $300/mo , water and
1109 Pogue Ave.
ENJOY the Christmas in a
EASY Work' Excellent payl
MasterCard accepted
Colefurnished
/
VISA
appkances
759-9940
new home from Volunteer
Assemble products at
140
753-9898
RE,
man
ApFurniture.
Can
Used
the
Homes We'll give you
home Call toll free
Want
pliances, and lAsc Items
best home for your hard 28R unfurnished with stove
1 900 467 6226, ext 9047
To Buy
Use Our Layaway Pen
earned dollar, and you'll be and refrigerator, deposit reNintendo
LPN
Renting
caring
Now
ENERGETIC
giving your famey the "best quired 492-8662 after
needed for 2pm 10prn shift CASH paid for good used
Christmas gift ever'- Only Sem
pis
at Brrnhaven of Benton
rifles shoguns and
5% down on new and used
Apply between awn 4pm
tols Benson Sporting
homes with no payments
Mon -Fri
Goods 519 S 12th
until next year Volunteer 2 OR 3trir duplexes, central
Murray
Homes. Hwy 79 Pans TN
MIG welders needed om
h/a. appliances furnished
901-642 4466
mediate openings, tempo(
Coleman RE, 753-9898
1st shift,
ary help
HEY Dad' How about grv
5 ROOM acertment or of
Ciarn 2 30pm Second shift.
ing your family the nice rice space located at 703 S
Full-time Classified Ad Clerk/Receptionist.
3pm-11 30pm Vegan Met
typing
for
good
deserve
home they
Must have computer knowledge,
4th St See Canoe Black Jr
Ms. Sedalia 326 8980
Chnstmaa 3 bedroom, 2 at Black's Decorating Cenand proofreading skills. Must work well with
bath, double section home ter or call 753-0839 or
OFFICE Manager for phys
the public. Apply by sending resume to PO Box
for only $975 down arid 436-2935
roan in Murray Must have
1040-A, Murray, KY 42071
$203 per month Total price
medical practice expen
No phone calls please.
Volunteer CARPETED 2br duplex in
$18.900
OAP) onckicling bookkeep
Homes. Hwy 79 East, Northwood. patio. carport,
wig insurance and bum
cootie h/a, stove, refrigeraPans, TN 901-642-4466
ness procedures Non
te, dishwasher, and dissmoker For immediate
Temporary typesetting position open. Must
ChristPlease apply at
'JOST in brne for
posal, wld hook-up, bedconsiderabon fax resume
have experience using adwriter or pagemaker
$500
Repo,
Bank
mas
long
15f1
have
rooms
cover letter, and salary he
Send resume to PO Box 1040-B, Murray, KY
down, $174 per month closets, many kitchen catory to 615 824 6879
14010, 3 bedroom, 2 bath, binets, 20.30' storage
42071
mos home, 1988 model building with overhead
PAINTERS Residential
calls please.
No
phone
Also free delivery and set- door. references. $400 de•xperience needed for
up Must see at Volunteer posit, $400/mo No pets
local contractor Taxes
Horne., Inc. Hwy 79 East, Cal 753-3018 Ihru 12/16
withheld weekly pay
Pen( TN 901-6424466
753-2407 or 7534382
Deimos*
$ Childcare

EXTRA nice 25" Color Trak
RCA color console TV with
remote control cabinet, like
new,$250 Quilting frames,
old $25 Old Scotty kerosene lamp with dogs
painted around bowl, $20
489-2703

ArR::

Computers
753-7001

We Have An Immediate
Opening For City
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*40
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CLASSIFIEDS
IPA

-.ART Chow puppies 6
weeks cod very adorable
$15 436 52,0 Call alter
tem Of leave message
PEG'S Dog Grooming
'52915

awl
Estate
BOB Haley Real Estate
Saes Appraises Property
Mgt REIAAX 753 SOLD
hOPPERUD REALTY of
Wes a complete range of
Real Estate services wei a
weds selection of quality
ail pr,ces
homes
753 1222
.ARGE Ccenmercial BoW
39 that has been re
worked re whred re
'opted Voce': and reedy
tor your business 605
Maple St $48500 MLS
*4392 Contact Kopperud
Realty 753-'222

nle;

COMO

Unica
Meted

timeless
Offered

RCURY Sable LS
19116
V-6, while, anted wenclowi.
arnilm, aid. leaded $4000
759-4627

Al TREE Service Stump
removal and spraying Free
estimates 7530906 alter
5pm. 769-9016. 753-04116

FENCE sales at Sears
now Call Seers 753.2310
for tree esemate for your
needs

SEWING mechine repair
Kenneth Barnhill
753 2674

1986 PLYMOUTH Reliant
good condseon runs good
Cal alter Gpm 474 8110

A 1 TREE removal II tree
irommong Light hauling
odd lobe Free estimates
436-2102 ask for Lake

1906 PONTIAC 6000 its
treetop
Ion eregon
excellent body, new bet
Wry good Wes Can be
seen 1 2 males east of Kit
eey on Hwy 464 $950 obo
753 9685

ALPHA Builders Careen
try remodeling. porches
roofing concrete, drive
ways, painting mane
fence etc Free estimates
489 2303

FORREST Construction
Remodeling additions repair panting oountersops
general carpentry and blue
prints 7539688 14 yews
experenoe

Homes
For Sale

Used
Cars

GATESBOROUGH home
featuring 10 cialings, ha
wood floors. and • lovely
grealroom with hroplacie
Add the Irreablety of a formed dewy; room, 4 bedrooms 3 baths. 2 huge
walk in closets and you
elegance
have value
Just reduoed to 5137,500
AALS 114230 Kopperuoi Realty 7531222
PERFECT STARTER
HOME PRICED IN THE
$30•11 3bo loving room
kitchen 1 bath dining
room utility Washer and
dryer and appliances included 501 S 9th St
753- 7027

Pete

Nstersysis
4 WHEELERS 1989 200
Blaster $1595 1987 250x
$1696 1968 350 Warrior
$1695 1987 80 Moto 4
$895 Motorcycles 1986
Honda 100R $695 1967
Yamaha 80 Bog Wheel
$695 1966 Yamaha 200
$ 7 95
Wheel
8.g
I
437 4723 437 4639

Nuns killed in Liberia
are buried in southern Illinois

1909 BONNEVILLE LE
76xu. cheap Cal Ow
5pm 753-4831
CAR Stereo Installation
753-0113. Sunset Bosse
yard Music lAurray s Al
pone Cat Audi) Specaltst
Dweland Center 1 block
from IASU dorms
FOR Sale 1990 Chevy Ca
yaks( 44xxx miles amfilm
st•reo a c $5692
753 9240

GERALD WALTERS
Rooting vinyl Wong point
ing Free estimates 18
yews everyone Local re
terenoes 436 2701

AL'S hauling yard wort,
Sears
Pee removal mowing Free GUTTERING By
Sews residential and corn
esomeies 759-1683
merdal continuous gutters
ANY remodeling building, installed for your a:mafiosi
painting roofing Refer- bons Call Seers 7512310
ences 750-1110
for tree estimate
APPLIANCE SERVICE
Kenmore Westinghouse,
Whinpool 30. yews exBOBBY
perience
HOPPER 4365848

HADAWAY Construction
Horne remodeirog painting wallpeper carpeney
floor covering No lob too
small 436 2052

SHEETROCK finishing,
textured ceilings Larry
Chnienat 492 8742
SOUTHERLAND AND
LONG Construction Home
repairs end remodeling.
roofing, room additions,
foundelion work Free sterna's No lobs kW big or
too small Ca S&L Construction 753-3870 day or
night
SUREWAY Tree & Stomp
Removal Insured with full
lone a ate:intent Free estimates Day or night.
753-5484

RUMA, Ill. (AP) — Three
American nuns killed in war-torn
Liberia were remembered as
devoted servants to the poor as
they were laid to rest in a place
of honor.
Archbishop Michael Francis of
Monrovia, Liberia, presided over
the Sunday service attended by
more than 300 friends, relatives
and members of their order.
"They could have left long
ago and come home," he said.
—they could have come back to
their own country, the United
States, where you have everything, but they wanted in a special way to serve the Lord in the
poorest of the poor."

T C Dinh Repair and Maorilemma Electncal - Clewing Sewer 1210'1212 Mein
Street 753 61 I 1 office.
753-0606 after Spat

Sisters Shirley Kolmer, 61;
Kathleen McGuire, 54; and
Agnes Mueller, 62; were shot
Oct. 23 outside the gate of their
convent in Monrovia, the capital

of Liberia. Their bodies were
recovered a month later by U.S.
diplomats escorted by West African peace-keeping forces.
Kolmer's cousin, Sister Mary
Joel Kolmer, 58, and another nun,
Sister Barbara Ann Mum', 70,
were slain Oct. 20 while on a
mercy mission. Fierce fighting
has prevented their bodies from
being recovered.
All of the nuns were members
of the order of the Adorers of the
Blood of Christ, which is located
in Ruma, about 40 miles south of
St. Louis.
Their bodies, each in a silver
casket, were taken to the hillside
cemetery where 370 other members of the order are buried.
Family members took turns
sprinkling holy water on the
caskets, and mourners softly sang
the hymn, "Glory Be To Jesus."

Contract Bridge

APPLIANCE REPAIRS HANDYMAN will 60 oar
Factory trained by 3 max pantry elective, plumbing
manufacturers Most pans and general repairs Cal
RE MAX Properties Lel
in stock on my truck Al 753 0596
Daisy
aob Perrin Paul
MY% erati Peril warranted
SpeBob Haley Jew Biro Bel
Ask tor Andy at The Ap HOME Improvement
ke Center 502 753 SOLD
cialist Vinyl siding. wonplaice Works 753 2455
shown, and West led a spade in reNorth dealer
800 369 5780dams carports, and patio
1982 FORD XLT Lariat
sponse to his partner's lead-directle
ROY enclosures 7530280
vulnerab
sides
Both
Service
BACKHOE
Advertisers we requested
HONDA CBR 600 F2 sport 4928411 after 5pm
ing double.
NORTH
141U. Septic system drove
to check the first maroon
bee red and vitae Can to 1962 JEEP CJ7 excellent ways hauling foundations K B ASSOCIATES GenThe spade lead would seem to
2
5
10
8
di
or acis lor any error The
seen at 904 0..ve
eral construction remodel
$2500
condition
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8
2
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•
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Advertising
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before 3pm
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work
dummy.
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mere immediately
wall mounted and be
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LEES CARPET CLEANThis placed East in a hopeless
•A 4
or an error
1991 DODGE POWSI Ram BOB S Plumbing Repair
lanced $1 25 • ex per set
ail 800 858 '323
and
carpet
your
all
For
ING.
Unable to keep all four
position.
5
6
K
✓
guatan
work
All
Key AAA° Parts Hwy 121 250 LE 4:4 42xxx moles
Say*.
upholstery call 753 5827
the high spade and the ace of
hearts,
436-5437
South 753 5500
K
•
Ned 753-1134
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estima
Fr••
diamonds, he elected to discard the
K Q .1 7 6 5 3
Emergency water removal
1992 GMC SLE 1500 Club CARPET and vinyl installa
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The bidding:
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West
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South
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race
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available
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Estimate
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boats
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sured
homes
reedy 427 BEI engine corn762 4987
Poland, the Polish declarer wound
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and etc Excellent protec
1 968 original
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h
nlereS'.
up at the same contract — and made
:s 6% &my*
The outcome of most deals deIon high quality excellent PAINT Jobs. $250 S&S
Corvette Nock 492 8306
VCR REPAIR Wood VCR
ahc[rig a,oia,!able
all 13 tricks!
and
Auto Body Shop
7594664
of
luck
Hill
ion
Roy
value
a
combinat
on
pends
after San
Service Center, cleaning-51 584' or 753 1566
759 1563
At this table, due to the vagaries
in
come
two
the
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Sometim
skill.
repairs
most
$15,
servicing
CHIN Chum Chimney
'977 DODGE D 150
14 "RI hull 6.5hp mercury
the Polish system, North became
of
occaother
on
but
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I,
measure
equal
Route
with
$35 New location
$'900 Sweeps has 10% sensor PLU1AB4NG repairman
94zit no rust solid ruck
runs good
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the
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cstszen discounts We sell same day service Call Alms) Open 9 12. 1-5, sions one factor far outweig
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7539038
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other. In this deal from the 1991 king ofspades. After taking dummy's
chimney caps and screens 436 5255
1981 PONTIAC Firebird
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1964 INDY Fero, Official
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six
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pair
South
pare car 66 000 moles
ROCKY COLSON Horne
cords Reasonably pnced 136 5560
Tomorrow: A necessary assumption.
loaded $3000 obo
Repair Roofing, siding
DON'T MISS THIS ONE
753-8743
conCall 618 435 3028 after CuNNiNGHAMS Heating painting plumbing
and Cooling Service Com- crete Free estimates Call
'0- ACRES Partially 1984 OLDS Deta 88
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Famous Hand
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Horoscopes

Dial-A-Service

:. JST Ole OU TC44F_11 C4111117S
'Z. uST 014 ter_400WORKING

Custom Woodworking
&
• Kitchen & Bath Cabinets

ResIdonflel Painting
Intorlor - Ertorlof
Oawrf

See Our ShOWrOOrr
,
, Wed
'
S ..ter-rar 10,,PRA• Star•tre Faro
7S.1 %WC
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•
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ea, Ink is,., K y

43071

awn Cleening"
'Al Types
Free Emmaus • Al Vert Guerenteed
Insured

Murray-Calloway
County Hospital

KLEEN TEC
YEW (X.EANING
($e2) 713-26411
1209 Waned Murray, KY 42071
Terry Tnevell-Owner
CONMEACIFL-11000

ai. brands window aft conditioners
dryers
washers
freezers
refrigerators
microwaves dishwashers gas 8 electroc ranges

7 Set ICA ->r

•

ALPIUI BUILDERS

Factory Authorlzad Repairs For:

LT

Remodeling. garages, decks, porches. conc-r etc
ce
work c haat link fences Home maintenan

appan-KetvInator-Emerson-Brown
'MI

Repairs Are Guaranteed

759-4685

753-5341 or 753-1270

.., Steele-Allbritten, Inc.,..
RJR HOME REPAIRS
'.20teral Repairs. Painting and Papering
-yt Siding and Replacement Aindows
)eds. Patios and Storage Buildings
Roofing and Welding

Robert J.
Rutherford
(502) 753-0468

Calloway Co. Fire
& Rescue Squad

753-7588 753-6952

Phone 435-4268

•Drop by &
)
?
1.._..

Poison
Control

Gentry Painting Co.

All Types Of

Commercial Waste
-Z
4
Disposal
MI Types of Refuse SerYbC1P

1-800-585-6033
u

Stewart Route Mane

r

THIS DATE: comedian Tim Conway, actor Don Johnson. actress
Helen Slater, baseball coach Art
Howe.
ARIES (March 21 -April 19):
Buy only the bare necessities. A
sudden romantic fling has more
implications than you originally
thought. Protect your personal possessions. Give mate a helping hand.
TAURUS (April 20-May 20): A
meeting held behind closed doors
could give you an important goahead. If money is tight, homemade
holiday treats make excellent Christmas presents.
GEMINI (May 21 -June 20): A
huNmrs-c-701Xlsaf-gives you a golden opportunity to work with people
who will he lucky for you. Correspondence has tremendous impact
on your outl(xik.
CANCER (June 21 -July 22):
Difficult choices require calm deliberation. Do not run off in a direction
you have not fully investigated.
Clear your mind of confusing
thoughts. Love is deep and sensitive:
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22): A question about home security or household organization may be on your
mind. You can put things in better
order. Innovative ideas are surpos-

SCORP10'(0ct. 23-Nov. 21):
Working with someone who is
important to you will bring you
closer together. Friends have exciting ideas. Be careful not to go overboard. Reckless moves are off-limits.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec:
21): Remain relaxed and unhurried
while finishing up a confining task.
Completing old business gives you a
new lease on life. You benefit financially from following through on a
clever proposal.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan.
19): Movement or travel is likely
today as you search for the exotic.
Extra job demands are possible: rise
to the challenge. Focus on spiritual
subjects tonight.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18):
Honorable, lively, aware people are
your allies now. Partnerships prove
both intellectually stimulating and
emotionally rewarding. Be friendly
to newcomers.
PISCES (Feb. I9-March 20): A
stroke of good luck makes this a
memorable day. Showcase your talents to hest advantage. A romantic
relationship deepens: there is serious
talk of a permanent commitment.

TODAY'S CHILDREN are old souls, wise beyond their years. Count
s'
on them to ask very perceptive questions at an early age. These youngster
used.
is
it
how
on
g
dependin
—
liability
a
or
asset
be
an
can
ness
stubborn
Their persistence often brings wonderful results where research is concerned. These Sagittanans make first-class investigators and scientists, leaving no stone unturned in their search for answers! A willingness to compromise will make their personal lives much happier. They must learn to suggest intelligent concessions.
and forts
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Looking Back

Todd) ' history
day of 1992. There are 17
Today is Monday, Dec. 14, the 349th
days left in the year.
of the United States, George
On Dec. 14, 1799, the first president
at age 67, nearly three
home
Vernon
Washington, died at his Mount
years after leaving office.
On this date:
as the 22nd state.
In 1819, Alabama joined the Union
Queen Victoria, died in
of
In 1861, Prince Albert, the husband
London.
en became the first man
In 1911, Norwegian explorer Roald Amunds
ion led by Robert F.
expedit
to reach the South Pole, beating out an
Scott.
from the League of Nations.
In 1939, the Soviet Union was dropped
beast of Belsen," and 10
"the
as
In 1945, Josef Kramer, known
ted at the Belsen and
commit
crimes
for
Hameln
others were hanged in
Auschwiti Nazi concentration camps.
Dick Rutan
In 1986, the experimental aircraft Voyager, piloted by
California
in
Base
Force
Air
s
Edward
from
off
and Jcana Yeager, took
world.
the
around
flight
ueled
non-ref
p,
non-sto
first
on the
v, one of the
In 1989, Nobel peace laureate Andrei D. Sakharo
in Moscow at
died
es,
advocat
rights
human
world's most prominent
age 68.
person to
Ten years ago: Retired dentist Barney Clark, the first
at
surgery
into
back
rushed
was
heart,
l
artificia
receive a permanent
in
valve
broken
a
of
the University of Utah Medical Center because
his Jarvik Seven pump.
y told
Five years ago: Supreme Court nominee Anthony M. Kenned
n and
abortio
for
agenda
his confirmation hearing he had no hidden
sellof
charges
federal
to
contest
no
privacy cases. Chrysler pleaded
driven
been
they'd
though
even
new
as
s
vehicle
d
ing several thousan
by employees with the odometer disconnected.
Carlos Salinas
One year ago: President Bush and Mexican President
commitment
their
d
renewe
Md.,
David,
Camp
at
dc Gortari, meeting
nt.
Agreeme
Trade
to conclude quickly the North American Free
Former
96.
is
e
Doolittl
H.
James
Gen.
Today's Birthdays: Retired
Comedian-actor
U.S. Sen. Margaret Chase Smith, R-Maine, is 95.
is 60. Singer
Rich
Morey Amsterdam is 78. Country singer Charlie
Patty
Actress
60.
is
Furth
George
r
Abbe Lane is 60. Actor-directo
Duke is 46.
but not to
Thought for Today: "You can close your eyes to reality
966).
(1909-1
author
Polish
memories." — Stanislaw J. Lec,

Tea years ago
Murray -Calloway County
Ministerial Association has
donated a wooden cross for the
chapel at Murray -Calloway
County Hospital. Officers pictured with the cross are Dr. Walter Mischke Jr., the Rev. Darrell
Ramsey and the Rev. Luther
May.
Tad Dowdy, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Thomas Dowdy of Murray,
is a freshman at Memphis State
University. He was awarded a
full band scholarship and a
$1,000 per year academic
scholarship.
Births reported include a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Williams,
Nov. 2; a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
Steve Randal Wright, Nov. 24; a
girl to Mr. and Mrs. Robert
Eldridge Gallion, Nov. 29; a boy
to Mr. and Mrs. Ernie Diggs,
Nov. 30.

Twenty years ago
An early morning blaze today
destroyed Ryan Milk Company's
largest warehouse used for storing canons and shipping cases
belonging to I(X) dairies in 19
states.
Calloway County Sheriff Clyde
Steele said county and state taxes
may now be paid with no penalty.
The penalty goes into effect Jan.
1, 1973.
The offices of the Calloway
County Courthouse have been
equipped with new clocks
through the courtesy of Peoples
Bank, J.H. Churchill Funeral
Home, Shirley Florist, McKeel
Equipment Company, Freed
Cotham and Jim Adams IGA.
Births reported include a boy
to Mr. and Mrs. Steve Todd,
Nov. 25; a girl to Mr. and Mrs.
Asami Tanaha, Dec. 3; a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. Charles W. Beane,

Dec. 5.
Thirty years ago
The Varsity Theatre burned the
night of Dec. 12, completely
destroying the building and its
contents. A fire on Dec. 13 at
9:30 a.m. destroyed the eight
apartments in the old World War
II Barracks at Orchard Heights,
Murray State College.
Dr. C.C. Lowry was elected
president of Medical Staff of
Murray Hospital. Dr. Thomas
Parker is vice president and Dr.
Clegg Austin is secretary.
Charles Eldridge, son of Mr.
and Mrs. Leroy Eldridge, won the
Southern Regional Title at Talk
Meet at American Farm Bureau
national meeting at Atlanta, Ga.
He is a pre-medical student at
Murray State College.
Recent births reported at Murray Hospital include a girl to Mr.
and Mrs. Irvin Ray. Cope, a girl

DEAR ABBY: As a nurse who
has worked with older residents in
a nursing home for many years, it
breaks my heart to see families
bring knickknacks, flowers and
candy when residents are wearing
threadbare clothing. May I offer
some holiday gift suggestions:
— Lap robes, long enough to be
tucked around the legs when sitting
in a chair. Full house slippers —
"mules" with no backs are always
falling off. Better yet; get some
woolly socks with skid-proof soles.
Bathrobes with buttons are hard for
some patients to manage -- get one

BLONDIE
: DON"' KNOW WHAT
BUSINESS YOU RE N, BUT
TOMORROW I'M COMING
OVER TO TELL YCU HOW
TO RUN IT

1 THINK THE PROBLEM
IS IN THE TRANSMISSON..

with snaps or a zipper down the
front. Warm nightgowns are always
appreciated. Men prefer nightshirts
to pajamas. For summer, lightweight nighties are useful. Warmup suits (called jogging suitsi are
big favorites, too.
— For patients who are able to
walk, soft, flexible, lightweight tennis shoes are a favorite. Get the
kind that slip on — without laces.
— Rich face cream for dry skin is
appreciated, but Vaseline is just as
effective and less expensive.
— If you give cologne, avoid
those with heavy fragrances.(Some

residents have a diminished sense
of smell and tend to overuse
colognes.i
— Address labels with the resident's name, address and room
number are good. Also, stationery,
writing papers with lines, envelopes
and some ballpoint pens, as well as
a nice supply of postage stamps,
make great gifts.
If you are really stumped, ask
the person what he or she wants.
My own suggestion: Men and
women who live in nursing homes
appreciate material gifts, but the
best giffyou can give someone in a
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By GARY LARSON
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DEAR DR. GOTT How long does it
take for liquid that is swallowed to
reach the kidneys^
DEAR READER In a well-nourished, well-hydrated person without
circulation problems or kidney disease, swallowed fluid should reach
the kidneys within three to five
minutes.
The major delay is the time it takes
for fluid to be absorbed through the
intestinal wall So, if this process
were encumbered for some reason,
such as the presence of food in the
stomach, the absorption of the fluid
might be prolonged.
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nursing home is a visit.
GERIATRIC NURSE
DEAR ABBY: I don't want to
appear ungrateful, but after teaching in a public school for more than
25 years. I do not look forward to
another mug, sculpture made of
clothespins, a crocheted bookmark,
or a novelty plaque that says
"World's Greatest Teacher."
May I offer some creative suggestions for those who wish to give a
favorite schoolteacher a holiday gift:
A gift certificate from a grocery
store or one of those fast-food
restaurants would be wonderful.
They are available in "Imoks" for as
little as $3,and we all have to eat.
If money is a problem, write a
note of appreciation to the teacher
— and send a copy to the school
superintendent.
I know I can't speak for all teachers — some may love knickknacks
with flattering, heartfelt emotions
— but I have no room to put these
things (my apartment is already
cluttered and there is simply no
room for morel.
. Abby, if you use my letter, you
would be doing a lot of us in the
teaching profession an enormous
favor, but for goodness sakes, please
do not use my name — or the city
from which this came. Many
thanks.
SCHOOLTEACHER

Dr. Gott
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to Mr. and Mrs. M.D. McKinney
and a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Jerry
Prescott.
Forty years ago
"Frank Lancaster has the lobby
of the Varsity Theatre all fixed
up for the yuletide season," from
colunn, "Seen & Heard Around
Murray" by James C. Williams,
publisher.
R.H. Robbins, Dick Sykes,
Milburn Holland, William Solomon, Robert Holland, Otto
Swann, Dr. Louis C. Ryan, Nat
Ryan Hughes, Norman Klapp,
Paul Dill, A. G. Walton and Duel
Humphreys are new officers of
Murray Chapter No. 92 of Royal
Arch Masons.
Births reported include twin
girls to Mr. and Mrs. Charles
Nance, Dec. 5.
Mrs. J.C. McCuiston opened
her home for a meeting of Pottertown Homemakers Club.
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